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ABSTRACT 
Thi study wa de i med to Ii n i <lit th .urt nt st nus f n ankan t acher 
librarians' trainin 1 and 
teacher librari n , prin 
11, I\ nd nt comprising 
1 t d for this survey. 
il. -\ t t l f 63 (68.04%) questionnaires 
were returned on due date. Th dat bt in '' xamined to assess the teacher 
librarians' training programm and drawba k of these programmes. Based on the 
findings, most of the respondent indicated that the ere not satisfied with available 
training programmes. It was found that most of the teacher librarians are limited to very 
few library activities and focused to classroom teaching. They are not well trained in th 
library work . They do not have enough training facilities such a ch ol libr 
activities, computer based activitie , Internet and web ba ed activitic and u f 
technological equipment . M t f the drawback were idcntific b 
requirements of the training of teacher librarian arc al o reveal d by th 
problem faced by the teacher librarians is lack of training pportuniti in LI n l ' id . 
This resulted in limited knowledge of the pr fc i n. Thcrcf re th 
h 
perform nly a few activitie at their ch I Ii rarie . It a al n tc that m . t f th 
teacher librarians in ri Lanka arc n t trained in libra i OC . Alth uuh m t f th m 
are intere ted in doing cho l Ii rar w r , th d n 
ch l libraric in ri Lankan .h I· nc d mu h impr mcnt t 
current de I ment takin 1 'hap' in inf rmati 11 te hn 
ary rrainin . h 
with th 
n th' in m 
r th re ommendati 
Ii rurians in ti inka. 
d ·si m th training 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTI 01)\ l 11 
BACKGROUND 
The mis i n of the 
power is " ... to ensure the stud nt 
r 1 arly d fined in information 
ta ff ti' users of ideas and information, 
library media specialists across th ountry ha e been ' orking diligently to implement 
the programmes" Kuhlthau (1993). n this point, libraries are playing an important role 
in schools, not only as a resource centre but also making users aware of its functions. 
Most of the school libraries in ri Lanka are limited to a small area in one art f 
school building or to a small book-cupboard especially in village sch Is. Nev irth 'i ',. 
in m t devel ping countric the "Li rary" r "Media center" r "Librni r .')UT "' 
centre" is an important part f the ri Lankan ch ol struct ur . Th' S icon I 1 in 'r I 
Education Project survey conducted by the Ministry of ::.ducation, ri nk in 
identified that only 11 percent of schools, e eluding I in the N rth 'O t pr 
posse a permanent chool library. An thcr I percent ha c pa cs within th 
which contained b ok in cupboard r n he! . Ab ut ,71 70% h 
library facilities and 7,350 ch I have n permanent library facilitic . Appr xim t l 
2,460 cho I have me f rm f Ii rary fa iliti . ( ri L nk , Mini t f 
1997) 
In Sri Lanka, most of the school' ha ' nc s l :\ ntc ~ 'h l lit \ ' rof ~ ionals 
except for few central chooL that hn li\ minus ·'11 'int' l t y th Mini try of 
:::.ducation. Mo t of th sc I il rru i ns )l t '\ll\ :iit l 
Lankan school sy tom on. i. L r f ur 1 
'lAB schools', '1 
' , i nc . The Sri 
ational Schools', 
L'. In hools that do not have 
y th principal, manages the school qualified librarian , 
library. Most of the type 2 and 
pp int 
hool do not ha e appointed teachers due to the 
shortage of teachers in the sch ol . Sorn of the teachers, who are responsible for the 
libraries, undergo short training session (not more than a month) conducted by the 
National Library Association. Although they are known as "library teacher," they do not 
perform any part of formal library-related duties, except for the lending of book t 
students. (Sri Lanka Ministry of Education, 1997) No serious attention ha be n ii en t 
thi problem. A few library teachers are currently attending the diploma our. , tn 
librarianship while the rest are waiting t be trained. H wcvcr, in I th w rl nk 
proposed the development of school libraric in ri Lanka and the Mini. t ti n 
has taken steps to be more active in this field. Herring I 8) n t d until r ntl littl 
attention was paid to the In-service training (IN T need f ch 1 librarians, h 
there is now a growing awarene am ng the Mini t ducati n an th n nk 
National Library ervice ard regarding thi . uc 1 ti n f 
school librarie and the han ing cducati nal nd t hn gical de cl m nt th r i a 
need for a c ntinuou retrainin pr gramme. 
r quire help in th rnann cm nt and ruanizati n f the ch I library pla ing th 
2 
library in local, national and international n tv orks and th 1~ ti .ntion of new 
technology. 
he Sri Lankan ov rnm nt h . r ntl 
libraries in their cap city a librr 
the government policy hang d and th 
m nt L ). However, within a year 
n f DO has been changed to school 
management assistants (SMA . Th s offi r , however, are still in charge of the school 
libraries. At the beginning of their appointment, the SMAs are given a five-day training 
course on library management and organization. Some of the provincial authorities have 
conducted reading habits development projects for schools with the help of these officer . 
The placing of LDOs in so many schools have Jed to various activities, which inclu 
reading ability development programmes, systematic collection devel pment and n ' 
library building f r small sch ol i with the help f the community. 
Yapa ( 1998) explains that the awarcncs of the need f scho I I ibr ri . n1 p 'nr. 
early as the 1960s in Sri Lanka. The Ministry f ducati n, ri Lan kn t blis h d th 
school libraries in 1960 in central and enior sch I . The N ti nal :du ti n 
Commis i n, established in I, al re mmcnded cuing up libr n .. 
f t r UN SC pr vided the a i tan c in the f rm 
awarene s of the imp rtancc f librari and th 
r exp rt h er bl 
alu f h ing tr in d p r nn I t 
manage those librarie . These c p rt rec mm ndc th 
entral libra rganizati n within th Mini tr of ducati n t fa ilitat 
tea h ·r librari in and pr id· lil rrui ·s r r l ·a .hcr trainin c II g and rural 
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A significant event can be seen in th hist 
Lanka National Library ervi e on d 
the Act no. 17, und r th Ministr 
Ministry of -..ducation st blis h d 
< f lil iri s in 'ri L nka. The Sri 
.1R \'t ll H. h I in t 70 a cor ing to 
l Ii ri n. in r gnition that trained 
. h l ll L L B assists the school personnel hould b in h r 
I ibrarics through di tributi n tr ining li rary staff and formulating of 
standards. School librari s re grad d ac ording to fa ilities and resources available in 
the school. 
This study focuses on the de elopment of skills and profession of teacher librarian . 
It explains the concept of teacher librarians, describe their role, their importance t th 
school, students, and head masters, and the awareness of related c mmunit f th 'tr 
existence. Teacher librarian can als play their part in devel ping the s ho I u ri ulum 
and helping teachers teach effectiv Jy. The lack of training of the l 'fl n ns 1, 
demonstrated through ineffective library programme and pr ccdur s in h ols. id 
this indolent library environment the Ministry of ducation ri Lank pl ns t un h 
training programmes for teacher librarians with the supp rt fr m the W rid nk. hi 
tudy therefore proposes recommendati n t trengthcn the urr nt tr ining pr gr mm 
and to modify the training mcth d f tea her librarian in ri nka. 
TEACHER LIBRARIANS IN SRI LANKA 
Herrin 1 utlined the qualificati n s h I Ii ranan ha 
the skills th' houl a .quir dt11i111 th ir pr r·s. i nal e u nti n t nd the tr inin n 
required after obtaining the neces ary qualif at ions. ln s m .ns ss .h l lit rnrian also 
have a teaching qualificati n. In th' nit 1 mt s 
school librarian t have un r n lunt in I r 1 
and information tudi or in inf rm ti 
in school librarianship durin th ir pr u ti n. ln the United Kingdom, it is· 
not normally required for sch ol librarian t h v p ial qualification in school library 
orientated options (Herring, 1988 . H furth r xplains about one of the main problems in 
deciding how school librarians should be educated. He indicated that whatever the 
qualifications gained, it is important that those who become school librarians should have 
skills in identifying the user needs in the school, in teaching information skills in 
managing the school library and in exploiting new technology within the library and th 
school. 
The teacher librarian has a dual role in the school. The per on n ' I. t ) b 1 p < I 
librarian as well as a good teacher. The pers n mu t be a good manng r in th libr ry, 
The term "teacher librarian", "library teacher" or "resource per n in r "libr 
instructor" is inter-changeably used. Herring I 8 ), n tcd that littl tt nti n h n 
given to the educational qualificati n , which ch I Ii ranan urr ntl in 
ri Lanka the teacher Ii rarian ' qualifi ati n adher to ci icati n agr d up n in th 
new library devel pmcnt pr gramme and e t bli hcd teacher Ii rarian pr ti n. 
teacher librarian mu t have dual quulificati n a a teach r a II a a librt rian, 
h 
h 
argument· for dual qualifi ati n · in ludc the actual teaching r le nov und nak n _ 
man ' hoot librarians ' I · ·iull i11 u.c area. in rm ti n skill. and in rm ti n 
t 
technology. It is argued that a school librarian i.' no tn l -d in t -n .hinu information 
skills, in promoting information skills n re S:\ th ·mti .ulmu. in s l ecting ma erials 
relevant to the curriculum; a w 11 ns in. i isinn 1 u1 it, 
not have the same statu l w r than those of teachers. 
Those who have been r cruit d b th Mini try of Education and Higher Education are 
paid according to their qualifi at ion and xp rien es. Teachers who look after the library 
are not paid extra for their service. Volunteers are paid through the school development 
fund. Their working hours are longer than those of teachers, as they often keep the library 
open after school hours. School library standards require them to work from 8.00 a.m. t 
4.00 p.m. The draft policy formulated by the Sri Lanka National Library ervi e 
(SLNLSB) under the direction of Ministry of ducation identifies three typ . I : 
librarian : professional librarians, para-pr fessi nals, and teacher librarian .. Th' poli 1 
recommended the appointment of pr fessional librarians for all lar c ho I. nd tr in 
teacher librarians and para-profe sionals for ther cho I ace rding t th ir 
requirements. 
In Sri Lanka, there ha be n n pr vi i n G r library crvicc in du ati nn! r f rm 
and national developmental plan. Ther G re, there i n I gi lation dire ti 
with school libraries. me f the affected lcgi lati n arc a G II w : 
I. Act N . 5 r l I - d .scrit 'S that th mm nt i r r n in l 
libr ry trant to .hool lil raries, 
A t N . 17 r I 7 Sri Lanka Nuti nul Li rar er rd A t. 
3. Law No. 20 of 197 4 - n anka Libra As.' 't iti n "L 
State Assembly. 
4. The public Administration it ulm N ). 4 
in rporation) 
cheme of 
by the Ministry of .. du ati n. Thi \\ ill u d as guidelines in future library 
development acti iti . 
Figure l.1 presents the organizational structure of schools in Sri Lanka and the 
composition of the school library committee is presented in figure 1.2. 
The principal 
eputy Principal J 
( urriculum cvcp. 
Deputy Principal 
(Administrative) 
cc. I lead 3 Sec. Head 1 
(Primary) 
ec. I lead 2 
( econdary) 
ubject specialized tea hers u jc t h ads 
T 
libr ri n 
Fi urc l. t: Tb · r iuuizul ionul tructurc f ch l in n n a 
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In the school structure, the teach 'r librarian h tis t siti in 1u il tc th d puty 
principals and is directly re ponsiblc to th" prin 'll al. r n 'h lil iri in ar y out 
activities pertaining to th librn , s11 h ns lilt nt slllb' r , 
management of library mot rial: . v 'll s urri ulum n 
According to Figure 1.2, th 
committee. All rcspon ibiliti or libr ry r h nd 
agreement of the chool library om mitt . 
rvices, and 
v lopm nt activities. 
tary of the school library· 
\ r to the teacher librarian with 
Chairman (principal) 
Teacher librarian 
(Secretary) 
3 sectional 
heads 
2 teachers 
Rcprcscntativ • 
1/2 parent a 
Figure I .2: ch ol Library mmiuec 
Some educati nal in tituti n arc urr ntl d aling ith libr ry du ti n m n 
Lanka. The LN L A, ondu t diploma and ccrtificat le el ur c and 
University of Kelaniya and Uni er. it of I rnb nduct dipl ma gradual nd 
postgraduate level pr grammes. The NILi (Nati nal Institute f 1 ra an 
lnformati n hus also j in ·cl l 
s .ho I librarians ar · train ·d l N 11,l 
r gramme fr m th ar _ 0 . ll 
rive all training r uir m nt r the t 
librarians' education. N1LIS conducts its 'tu cntionul l t 1 mun s n th following 
skills for librarian, (4) or niz ti m ti n d lopm nt, (6) 
Two univcr itics ar ndu ting dipl m graduat and postgraduate level for LIS 
education in Sri Lanka. Table 1.1 d scrib s th library and information science education 
programmes at University of Kelani a, Sri Lanka. 
Table 1.1 
Library education programme provide by the University of Kelaniya 
PROGRAMME DURATION REQUREMENT 
1. MLS 
2_ MLS 4 years 
3.M. oc. cl M. Phil. 2 year 
4. LLA - l 
mn 
nd Ad anc d cni 1 at 
r final ar exam f 
n 
Table continued 
l year Puss in firs: nr 5. SLLA - II 
Intermediate 
6. SLLA- IIl 1 year ('inn I) 
7. ASLLA 
8. rSLLA , f work experience after 
Ul\ 1 nt 
9. Lib. Technicians 
Pro ramme 
1 y ar 
10. OLIS - Part I 1 year 
(Diploma Part I) 
11.DUS - Part IT l year 
(Diploma Part H) 
3 passes in GCE/ AL and a pass in GCE/OL Engli h 
and Pass in Part I 
12. Professional 1 year Diploma in LIS of IS or Equivalent r hi ih r 
and 2 years w rk experience 
Advanced Certificate 
Table 1.1- Current available Ll programm m ni rsity of I clnni i\ 
ROLE OF THE TEACHER LIBRARIAN 
The role fthe ch ol librarian lie within the fr me 
resources policy. Kinne! (I 2 ad o at 'd that a tea her libr rian sh uld: 
i) ollab rat· with ten her and ther educati ni t de l p n 
· alunt pupils' I nu ning skills acres the urri ulum. 
I 0 
ii) Maximize the effective u 'C or th' s ·h ol s l -urnin 
whole school ommunit . 
ur, by the 
iii) Provide I arnin T Ill t ri ls m m' nt rm for us by pupils 
(individuall I. m ll r pp rtunity for borrowings. 
iv) nhancc cro s- urri ular initiativ . 
v) Organize all rele ant learning and teaching materials. 
vi) Maintain up-to-date professional awareness of learning resourc 
available. 
vii) Coordinate with outside agencie and inforrnati n n 't\! orks n l 
encourage their use by pupil and raff in order to extend th rnn 1 
resource available to the school. 
viii) Acquire and dis cminate rnprchen i c inf rmati n t all • t f t 
i nal need and advi c t ff n the I ti n f 
appr priat mat rial t a hie c their learning bjccti c . 
ix) Provide Ia .ilitics lor the pr du ti n f learning m tcri I v ithin th 
1 l slorl Lill I 1 u1 ils. 
11 
x) Promote and foster the mjo m nt )fr'·' liu f m th irli , t age and 
encourage the rcadin hnl i\$ nn 1 mi 'hm nt f ~ u~ iL · int r . t and 
abiliti . 
h uld have many personal 
1 ' rd their work directly affects 
Kinne! ( 19 2) further bs 
qualities. She added that, th ir rson 1 
the development of the school library. Th t a h r librarian has various roles and these 
roles may change accordingly ith the orking en ironment. Some of the roles described 
are as follows: 
i) Information specialist - he or she should adapt easily new patron need 
and New World changes and skills in new information retrieval meth 
ii) Teacher role - the teacher librarian i th a librarian as w II . n 'l d 
teacher. Teaching is not only c nductcd in cla sro m, but in lib: rics 
well. 
iii) Instructi nal c n ultant -Teacher librarian have t in tru t tu nt 
teachers and c mmunity member n inf rm ti n r tri al m th d . 
iv) Con ultative r le 
n ultati n er i 
the teacher Ii ranan mu t pr ide m rm ti n 
r it i, needed. 
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v) Creativeness - creative thinkin l an i al ilit t1. mo i rniz d the library 
works is very e sentiai to its' i 'h 1 m nt. 
vi) Cooperative lcarnin 1 th' ::i )~ .11i ' l mm' kill may be very helpful 
to students, 1 l rn h 
Teacher librarian should ha th ability tot ach literature-based reading, resource- 
based learning. He or she should be an instructional designer, curricular helper, and 
School media educator, teacher coordinator, reading programmer, evaluator, community 
helper and a library administrator. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TEACHER LIBRARIANS IN SCHOOLS 
The school library is an important comp nent of the tcachin i-l arnin l pr 
schools. The teacher librarian would be able to assi t in events r 'lat d t l th' , 'h I 
teaching-learning process. He or she can help the student t learn n nl thr ugh th 
formal classroom learning but also through self-learning, res ur d ba d I 1 min • 
learning to learn and life! ng learning kill . Thi may help tudcnts b m r 
innovative and analytical in their tudie . F r the teaching pr cc 
given to the teachers to enhance their teaching abilities, methodologies and trat gie 
develo kn wledge f their p ial ubjcct ar a and urrcnt i u in th rid. 
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In summary, a good school library coul 1 h In t '.l .h 'rs t inu )Y th ir knowledge 
and teaching skills, help principal to im] ro 
related community to fulfill th ir inf rmnti n nc is. 
1 'hi v m snt t 'V 1 and help 
1. Motivating tudcnts 
An important task of a librarian is to train and motivate the students. In every 
school, there are students, who ar particular} interested in reading books and who take 
pride in helping out in the library. The student librarian can be given more responsibility 
and the library can be opened during the school hours under the librarian's supervision. 
Teacher librarian can teach student the various reading methods, reference method and 
the library use procedures. The students will benefit from this; since they will le rn t 
value the library and will be interested in using libraries after leaving their s hool, Th 1 
will do their assignment better than in the past, with the help of the library. th 'r r Int .d 
activities, which are important, arc as follows; 
a) Pupil committees. 
In many schools student or pupil committee 6 r the library, have pr n t b gr" t 
success. At committee meeting , where the I ibrarian i pre cnt, matter Ilk di iplin and 
lost books are discu scd, and wa sand mean f raising m ney for the library. 
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b) Personality development programm 'S. 
In the library, the librarian would b nl I h i 1 'nt1( 'l nc w ir I" .hildr n to d velop 
their per onality. Selected tud cnts ' n h 
or assi tarn clas librarian .. ThL ls h r librarian to manage their 
dur , librarianship styles and library work smoothly. Pupil n tu lil 
develop their per onality b orking tudent li n n . 
c) Improve referencing skills. 
The teacher librarian can teach students how to search for and use vanous 
information sources and services, when they need to get information or further detail for 
their specific subject. 
d) Reader association. 
In every classroom reader association can be f rmcd, to d v lop us rs r din 
habits. In the school library, students may also train pee to u c oth r libr ri . in th 
community. Students will be able to enhance thcr r adinn nbilit and 
information searching kill . r the e a ti vi tie the teach r librarian • h uld m k 
relevant plans and nurture creative attitud acher librarian an arrang a ti iti 
improve leisure-reading abilities am ng the tudent and improve the students' library 
skill on how to u c the library. 
2. Information Literate Teachers 
The classroom teaching pr '~s is n )t 1 sim] l t '~"-. l'h t 1 'h r lib. irian can help 
by teaching tcacbcrs, M st f th n ~ h ' n ugh kills to access 
information to u c in their 
should be able to direct th tud ms 1 r 
. ti iti . n information literate teacher 
r r rt b ks. The teacher could seek 
teacher librarians' help in obtaining requir d information in his /her specific teaching 
fields. This ability would nhan t ach r t aching ability, methodology and strategies 
and develop knowledge in their specific subject area. 
The subject expert teachers can assist the librarian when they are in the book 
selection committee. The teachers hould be able to help in the selection of b k tit! . 
teacher librarian is a resource pers n and library is a resource centre. /\. tea h r lit r ri n 
can help teachers to prepare their teaching aids and t Is and store the tcnchinn aid in the 
library resource centre. Teachers require many teaching aid to be u cd in th !TL. 
The librarian can assist in finding and keeping those aids. The library an al ob u: d t 
conduct information literacy classes. The teacher can be guid d 
information sources. 
u ' th pr p r 
3. Principal upport 
The principal f the ch I i , of cour e, the final authority in all matter pertaining 
to the school, and the librarian i directly responsi let him r her. Th princi al and th" 
I ibrarian together hould de id' mutters f pol icy, finance, rule and r gulati n . h 
prin ipal ha to 1 n ionsid ru I· utt .ntion to the lit ra , manage th libra pr m 
a good manner and make plans with the help or th' t .uch 'r lil rari in. lndir ctly, the 
school library can help to improve th' a hi' nn nt 1 \ '1 f th' s -h 1 mi c ate more 
efficient and effective proccs in th s hool. 
berg ( 1 5) xplain th prin ip 1 in his r h r m n g ment and administrative 
role in the school, supports th h 1 lib . ry pr aramrn b ensuring the provision of 
adequate budgeting for materials and for 1 ri al h 1p. Further he or she should help in 
arranging for the flexible scheduling that allows cooperative planning time. The principal 
also ensures that the school library programme is integrated into the planning and 
evaluating structures of the school. These quotes provide examples of how principals 
enable the school library programme. 
Oberg (1995) further explained that in working with teacher , the prin ip I m k 
clear that teachers are expected to be involved in the school library pro rramm , b th 
during the hiring process and on an ongoing basis. The principal lso n our 
professional development of teachers in relation to the sch ol library pr gramm b 
providing in-service and by providing time for the programme in taff me tin . 
Educators of teacher librarian ne d to c n id r h w they might intcgrat int th ir 
programmes of instruction more expl rati n f pr re ional pm ti c in th ar f 
gaining principal's support. Teacher librarian appear to have a clear und r tending f 
what principal's support entail and or the need to gain thi critical upp rt. h app r 
to have parti ularly when the inter int pr re sional practice, le kn \, l dge f th 
strakgies that the mi ht c1111 lo lo guin prin ipal' upp rt and le en in 
LI in) the trnt ri ·s f \ hi ·h th. (I('' aware. I rincipal upp rt fi r th l libra ' 
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programme involves such things as en oura rinn it.' us l · t '1 .h , nd tudents, 
integrating the programme int the .urri cular ml f th' : 'h' l, ind j r viding fl dble 
scheduling. 
4. The Community upport 
The school library is not isolated from th ommunity around the school. The 
school library can benefit the community. The resource person, parents and the old boys I 
girls associations can be of help in this respect. They are the people who can provide 
resources for the school library, and choose to be active members of the library. At thi 
point the community can maintain close relationship with the school and the school an 
get help from the community. The library is one of the agents that bind the ch \ and th' 
community. The school library can as ist its community t btain interested and n '' 1 
current information. Cook (1981) explains that beside the crvicc giv n to th' stud nt. 
and the teachers by the school library, it can be part of the community' nd th n ti n • 
information network. No school library can be self-sufficient in itscl f lt L b en r t link 
with other libraries, information centers and ther available formal inf rmati n 
organizations. 
5. The Education y tern 
The educati n y tem requires hi ihcr achievement le cl f ch Iv rk. Th" 
education auth riti pe t · ho Is to incrcn e the ut put value f the 
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library can be an important component of th' du ati m.\l instituti n m btaining high 
achievement levels of the students an :i hi ih 1u 1lit. ft ',1 .hino ,fth' te .h er . 
TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR TEACH LI 
Kinne! (1992) stated th 1 th libr ry n in rm tion study courses develop 
expertise in the management, organization and di emination of information and in the 
effective use of world-wide library and information networks, both in printed and 
electronic version. Sullivan ( 1992) explained a much larger investment in staff training 
and development and in organizational development will be necessary to create and 
support the value systems and cultures required meeting the challengers of twenty-first 
century. 
A noted in the earlier part , in ri anka, the ri Lanka National Libr r 
Board is conducting the library education programmes, c tabli heel und 'r th Ministry )f 
Education and Higher Education. The steps are being taken by the LNL to '.' rt 
pressure at the provincial council level to increa e the cadre f full-tim ch l libr ri n . 
This study surveys the teacher librarian training meth d curr ntl a ailablc in n 
Lanka. Teacher librarians' training programme are provided by a number of uni er iti , 
in the form of graduate, ma tcr or Ph cour cs. These course consist f diff rent 
training methods. Training pr gramme u cd f r teacher li rarians ar in- rvi training 
pr gramme (lN _,'I) on- ioinu programme scho I ba cd pr gramme , cparate ' rk- 
shops, Ice Iba m tin'', p »ser i .c trainings the degree i nall 
qualified library personnel, diploma cour c , most r • urs \' s utf tu tings and full-time 
courses and part-time certificate urs s. 
Yapa ( 1998) explained that at pr nt, _ ,-i s ho 1 Ii n n r ' orking in 2,460 
schools. There arc no profcs ion 1 lib ri ns n m n th who are presently working 
as school. librarians, 80 arc prof; ion I . Th th rs hav received minimal training of 
about one week (through workshops onduct db the SLNLSB or National Institute of 
Education.). Apart from the 80 full-time school librarians, the rest could be teachers who 
look after the library in addition to their normal teaching, clerical staff, or volunteers. In 
1994, the Library and Information sector led by a team of national and international 
experts conducted a study and recommended the training of 7,000 teachers to becom 
teacher librarians. They recommended that two teacher training colleges introdu 
Library and Information Science courses a specialization courses for t 'El 
intend to be teacher librarians. They also pr p sed the c tabli: hrncnt of l N lti n 1\ 
Institute of Library and Information Studies (NIU ) t ens urc that instru ti n in libr . 
programmes is conducted at the undergraduate and postgraduates level . It L h P' th t, 
when this institution is established, it will play an imp rtant r le in tr ining t 
librarians in Sri Lanka. Step are currently being taken t tudy the training n 
school librarians. Thus inf rmation gathered will be u cd t d velop tr ining ur h 
competencies required y the teacher librarian have not been pecified et but th will 
be considered when de igning training pr grammes in th near futur . 
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TRAINING METHODS USED 
Herring (1988) expre cd th' idon th1t until lunl juulifl ition i a hi ved, there 
cxi t opportunities for chool librnriuns t P rin l..1nwl 
and the most successful s hoot lil rari ns s h 
. ti nal d v lopments 
f current educational, 
f this for the school library. technological practice and r 
This can be done either through p r onal r ding of ducational literature or participating 
in school in service training progr mmes, (INSET) organized by the school library 
service, or by attending courses organized by the Sri Lanka Library Association or 
School Libraries Group and other educational authorities. The training may be for groups 
of various sizes. In the training programmes, instructors utilized various kinds of 
equipments. Apart from the traditional classroom teaching methods by using the la k 
board, the trainer can use whiteboards, magnetic boards, overhead pr jcct r , und 
tapes, videotapes, films, slides, charts, m dels, c rnputer pre cntati n ct ., and oth r 
visual aids in and outside the classroom. The choice of the strategy if activ '' k 1 t h . th 
teacher can lead to an active training programme. 
This study focuses on training programme f r the teacher librari n . Vari u 
programmes, which can be used, are described. The teacher librarian r le in th 
library requires them to pos e s knowledge ab ut other subjects and the curri ulum. 
There are a few method ad pted by training programmes and the e includ le tur 
method, lecture and di cu ion , di ·cu ion , w rk- tudi , time studie . ome tim tn 
the training rogramrn trainers use m tion tudics, imulations method studi and 
network tu Ii s r rar I . Some training programmes c n i t f ca c tudi . n ther 
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method is awareness raising activitie . Role-pl 1 ing, pm ti .al stu i) t urs. qu tion and 
answering, brainstorming, research tudi s roj cct :\ w1'.s .mi s lf-stu i ' m thods als o use 
for the training programme . A. C r uni rsiti ':S th n rm llv us . " ur work and 
assignments for their tudic . 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In most schools, school librari s ar not functioning effectively, because of the lack 
of awareness and training for the teacher librarians. Training programme should motivate 
and develop the teacher librarians, to improve good school library environment to 
facilitate the students. Although trainings are available for the teacher librarians, most of 
the time, trainers use traditional training methods. These traditional method re ult in 
weak implementation within the school library management. It makes indol nt nd 
ineffective procedures in librarie . uch libraries wa tc time and res ur s. If 1 ro] r 
training can be given to those in charge, wastage can be av ided. In order to pro] . n '\ 
training methods and modify existing traditional methods, there must be a • tud 
the authorities' attention to the above issues. 
This study hope to draw th attention f r the nc d t re 1 c th training 
programmes provided to teacher librarians. rt may be helpful to mak and implement 
suitable training method and al o cstabli h a new lease of life in the chool library field. 
There are newly appointed teacher librarian in n anka, wh ha e achie ed 
pr fe si nal tatu in cho I with their pr Icssi n. This i a very irn rtant and e ntial 
r .quirement for imp! .mentin the training programme for teach r librarian in the nc r 
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future in Sri Lanka. Existing teacher I ibrarians traininu i roe uum ~' m iy n t pr s nt new 
technological innovations or network inf' rm Him 1 'tti ,.,,1, l'h t 
propose new training methods. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The study aims to ascertain the curr nt situation of teacher librarian training 
programmes, to find out problems and make suggestions. The basic questions, which the 
study aims to find answers for, are: 
1. What are the duties of the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka 7 
2. What types of training programmes are currently provided for the tea h r 
librarians in Sri Lanka? 
3. Are there any drawbacks in the training programme 
4. If so, what are the suggestions to enhance the training programm . f r th 
teacher librarians in Sri Lanka? 
Till date in the Sri Lankan educational ector, there ha n t been n tr ining 
programme developed f r the teacher librarian. The cc nd eneral du 
(GEP-2) established the scho I tea her librarian chcrnc. The educational authoriti ha 
made plans to conduct the teacher librarian training in the near futur . 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The objectives of the study re: 
1. To identify the background or du 1ti n nn 1 t rininu i tc h r librari n in Sri Lanka. 
2. To study the curr nt r l , of th tc h r lib ri ns. 
3. To survey and identify th a ii bl training programmes in Sri Lanka. 
4. To identify the problems, weakn s sand tr nztb of the education and training 
programmes. 
5. To propose the appropriate training programmes applicable to Sri Lanka. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
According to information development around the world, the teacher libr ri n 
should have continuous training on new information retrieval; the s ho 1 lit r ry 
personnel require up-to-date training from time to time. New training rn tho L must be 
introduced to achieve computer-based information searching, exploring, cxploitin l nd 
retrieving. This study looks at Sri Lanka's situation in the training programme 
librarians. It may help the chool auth ritics implement the ncccs m tr ining 
programmes for the teacher librarians. 
These training programme arc based n the teacher librarians' kill nd r le 
development and tandard f cho I library dcvel prncnt in ri Lanka. p iall , the 
programmes hould be launched al the beginning of the teacher librarian 
r trummes ure us r llows: (I skill de el pmcnt 
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personality development, (3) collection de 1 pm 'nt )f th' library. ome other 
programmes are to develop the kn wl dn mi skills in lil n. s ( 1) 
circulation, (2) cataloging, (3) acquisition, (~~ r fc -nce st ·i ' 
reservation, (6) financial manaa rncnt, 7 rs n 
etc. teacher librarians hould impr V' th ir t 
technology, ability to use techni al nnd 1 tr ni quipm nt, and improvement of ability 
) pr rvation and 
to use and teach Internet resources. Th stud plans to survey current improvement of 
these programmes. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study is limited in its coverage to the limited amount of resources availabl . 
Information on the training programmes for teacher librarians in ri 1 anka has not t n 
properly documented. 
There are limited numbers of training programmes available for teach r lib n n 
and the study will only look at teacher training pr gramme currently availabl h 
writer's personal experiences in the principal training pr gramme in ri anka r 
discussed. 
The sample is limited to 50 elected scho Is within one provinc m ri anka. he 
50 chools repre ent urban and rural urea ch ols in the tw distri t Ratnapura and 
Kegalle of ibara iamuwa pro in ·e. The study i. nly lo king at teacher librarian 
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training programmes m Sri Lanka limited to those t ) listri .ts in ibaragamuwa 
province Sri Lanka. Que tionnairc ar us' 1 t ''11 .ct Int 1 f m t 
school principals and trainer . 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
School librarian 
School librarian is an experienced teacher who has completed postgraduate studies 
in librarianship, and the School Librarianship Specialist Certificate. This staff member 
normally works in a large school and would support the staff. 
Teacher in charge of library 
In some smaller schools, there is a teacher who was assigned re. p nsibiliti . in 
operation of the Library & lnformation Center. Most of the time the principal, n a : ho 1 
requirement, appointed this individual person. 
Teacher librarian 
The teacher librarian is a res urce per n in the chool. He or she mu t be an 
in tructor, teacher, helper, or guide. It may be different according to their r l . Apart 
from the necessary profe sional qualifications, requirement would als include g d 
personal attitude and qualities f the teacher librarian. They should ha e the nc 
information 'kills .rcati it and innovation I thinking rather than ju t th pa r 
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qualifications. These professional should al hn ' up-t 1- lat kn wl dge and be 
provided with on-going training a ordin I th IL iplin \ 
The teacher librarian i r quir 'd t IY'l in th m n " m nt c nd organization of the 
school library, in the positioning r th ~ h l lil rm. within th local, national and 
international networks, and the appli ti n f n w t hnology. Most school librarians 
are anxious to extend and develop their knov 1 dg of educational issues, information 
skills, and information technology. Especially database creation and the use of online 
information services, multicultural education, new developments in library I information 
management, educational theory and psychology; school organization structures 
including decision-making processes; curriculum planning and teaching methods. 
The school library resource center 
The school library resource center provides different kind of s rvi s I th ntir 
population in the school and related community. In the early days it was call cd 
or media center, but after its incorporation into the school management, it b 
known as the Library Resource enter. Most f the time it i limited t a mall la 
or a few cupboards of book . lt i an organized c llection f b k and th r media 
related equipment and services by a designated person or persons and made a ailabl to 
pupils, teachers and other taff f the chool. thcr terms of library r ourc nt r 
which are used internationally, include ch ol library media pr gramme, in tructional 
materials cent r, h ol media center, ch ol resource center r impl the ch l libra . 
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Training Methods 
This phrase describes h w th pc pl 1 tt rinc 1 h' l v l ){ th 'tr. kill in any field. 
m . nything, including 
mode, procedure and pro cs in r ul rt dur or way of teaching. 
Jn short, teaching mcth d L a kind of 1"' hin rt. Tea h rs or trainers have to use 
different types of techniques to promot b tt r awareness among the trainees. The 
patterns of teaching will creat different standards of knowledge. Active participation and 
creative ideas may develop according to the methods used for teaching. 
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SUMMARY 
The study describes the trainin pro mum s Io t ,, ~h r lib n n m ri Lanka. 
The Second cncral ~du ation l roj t 
current situation. The surv y id nti II d th 
school library field. Prcviou ly, th 
library development officers (LD ) to d lop th 
• urv y to identify the 
requirements within the 
ppointed graduate trainees as 
hool libraries. But after one and a 
half years, their designation wa chang d to school management assistants (SMA). Still 
the education system doesn't ha e full-time teacher librarians in school libraries. Even 
though the teacher appointed by the head master manages the library, he or she doesn't 
have sufficient training to work well. Inadequate suitable training programmes in the 
current library system and the task of the teacher librarians are the focus of thi tud . 
Some selected training methods and training techniques are identified to upp rt th 
study. The necessities for the study, problems and research quc ti ns arc id nti 1 ed. 
In this chapter, Sri Lanka library information science education i al o m ntion d. 
Some education institutions are currently dealing with library cdu ati n in ri nka. 
SLNLBS, SLLA, conducting diploma and certificate level c ur cs and Uni r ity f 
Kelaniya and University of Colombo conducts diploma, graduate and p tgraduate I 
LIS programmes. The N1L1S (National Institute of Library and Information Scienc ha 
also joined in conducting Ll programmes from year 2000. The following chapter 
presents the literature review o the tudy. 
2 
CHAPTER TWO 
INTRODUCTION 
The literature review of the t a h r librarian ' training and education progamme is 
a highly responsible task, becaus it is not asy to find out previous researches due to 
limited literature on studies that have been conducted in last two decades. Many 
educational institutions all over the world, undoubtedly have arranged training and 
education programmes for teacher librarians. However, very few researches have been 
published regarding the subject. 
To well furnish the literature for the ubject, manual and clcctroni daraba: 'S' r 
examined such as dissertations, journal articles and on line databases. Int rn t . inr h is, 
the Educational Research Information 'enter ERIC inde cs, Librar md Inform ttion 
Science Abstracts (LISA Plus) Databases and I issertation Abstra ·ts On- lisc I\ 
were examined to extend the literature earch. M st f the detail wer ~ und fr m 
Internet searching. The periodical al o have facilitated t c pand the r ar h a ti it . 
Most documents on Malay ian training programmes for teacher librarians ar print d in 
the Malay Language. Thu it i difficulty t under tand and translate it int ngli h. 
However this was overcome with the assis ranee fr m c llcagues who tran lat d th 
document into n >li h. 
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Most of the articles and even Intern 't s ur "S ha littl r l evnnt information 
related to the topic. Therefore, most of th informuti rn in 'lu l l in this h pt r i r lated 
to the education of librarians, whi h is 
librarians. 
. mu 'h simil r t th training of teacher 
The teacher librarian prof ion h _ n t b n tablished in Sri Lanka until last 
year. This is due to the Jack of r archers on t a h r librarians training or professional 
library education in Sri Lanka. The World Bank surve held in 1995 by the Ministry of 
Education and Higher Education helped to determine the future training programmes for 
the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka. This report gives detail about the current situation of 
school library and future plans on teacher librarians professional developments in ri 
Lanka. The National Institute of Library and Information Science (NILIS) worksho 
report on the immersion course in school librarianship (2000) als guid d G r th 
literature review. The web page broadcasted by the University of Kclani n ri Lank . 
which conducts training programmes and degree course for the library nd inf rm ti n 
science, also assists to feed information for the study. Some journal article. publi h d t 
explain to library development other Asian countrie were referred to . Although th n 
Lankan educational articles can be retrieved from the Univer ity f Mala a librar 
information resources, it wa difficult t find article on ri Lanka library u nti n and 
teacher librarians' profe sional training and cducati n. Thi part f the tud i limited t 
the review of only few articles, due to lack of information. 
,.._'"._.._,un 
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The Ministry of Education Malaysia, trainin l rllc ',' nn 1 th univ r ity s library 
schools conduct trainings for lib mm, m Malaysia. 
In western countries, ornc time libr ri ns ) t th ir 1 • inine in th ir w rking place (on 
the job) or related working pla .. F rm l n 
world arc conducting by th uni r iti 
r grammes all over the 
u tion institutes. But the most 
serious problem is that thcs du arion programrn ar very expensive and it may 
require librarians to travel to a larg and ri h ity or country. 
SKILLS OF TEACHER LIBRARIANS 
The skills of the teacher librarians' are directly related to the library and it 
development. Personal and professional qualities of teacher librarians may enhan th 
library culture and its environment. The skills are combined with the cornpctcn i s nd 
the role of the profession. Hence, aspects of the teacher librarians' skills, th ir 
competencies and the qualities of their professional role arc also discussed in thi 
Brown (1986) described an expanded role for teacher librarian arc n i ion' th t 
will necessitate significant revision f teacher librarian tr, ining pr gramme . du ati n I 
technology must be an e sentia.l part f the academic training, if the teacher librarian ar 
to successfully assume their new kill in c llab rative consultant and pr id th 
upport required by classroom teachers. Among the new cornpctcncic G r th p iti n 
are: (1) curri ulum plannin \ impl .mcntntion, and evaluation; (2) anal si f material in 
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terms of their ability to achieve instructional objc ti cs; (~) ' nc .ptu li iti n and design 
of media to achieve objective; (4) human r Inti ns und u "Hl lyn mi. skills; and (5) 
the ability to assume the teacher'. frnm 
Leland ( 19 0) discus. d thnt, - ' r ev lu ti n f th ducational impact on 
appointment of full-time trained tea h r libr rian in w Z aland schools. It focuses on 
the year 1989 experiences of 38 train d t ach r librarians and provides reflections on the 
total period of 1987-89. Information was gathered through a combination of school-based 
interviewing and mail questionnaires. Collaborative teaching continued to be central to 
the teacher librarians' role, and planning was critical to its success. For the majority, a 
strategic management plan remained central to planning for short-term and long-term 
goals. School libraries with a teacher librarian had all benefits from having a trained full- 
time professional, overseeing the upgrading and development of school avail bl, 
resources. Comments from heads and principals of schools, noticed the tea h r librari n 
were very supportive in the school. 
Bruce ( 1996) presented that because of rapid change in the inf rmation pr fe i n; 
librarians must actively pursue their wn profes ional development. tratcgi 
this skill in future librarian , including j urnal di cu ion lub , p rtf Ii , p er r icv 
action learning, current awarene trategie and learning to approach new t chnologi 
independently are essential. Analyzes trategy implementation, student reactions, and th 
impact n lifel ng learning i also vcr important. 
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Ford (1998) indicated that the Ameri an l.ibrnr As,' ·i ti n L ) ff rs many 
opportunities for members to str 'n 'th n th cir skills nnd tu lint iin om t ncie in 
m nt , nd th growing 
needs of library u ers. Althou h thi h s 1 
enabled the expansion f uch lif Ion 1 min 
communities they serve. 
un ion, technology has 
rtuniti for library staff and the 
Majid and Ahmad ( 1998) investigated the competencies required of library and 
information professionals in Malaysia for entry-level positions. Data were obtained from 
56 academic librarians, 50 public librarians, and 42 special librarians. The results 
revealed that effective and intelligent application of information technology was th 
foremost priority. Core content for the preparation of professionals was relat d t 
automation, database skills, development of inforrnauon systems and utiliti s, nd 
effective application of the new technology. Management was another import nt r , 
with strategic planning, change management, teamwork, communication . kill , 
interpersonal relations, public relations, marketing, and measurement and v lu tion r 
heavily emphasized. Conceiving, planning, designing, and admini tering a rang f 
information services were also highly relevant activities f r new profes ional . 
Doiron (1999) noticed that technology innovat rs arc rec gnizing that thi one pt 
needs to be integrated into their goals f having learner u e 
meaningful way . Teacher librarian arc very comfortable ith the 
in m r 
nc pt 
information literac and re .o mizc it us H natural pr gre i n in our under tanding f 
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resource-based learning, research and information , kills, As con 'Ult nt or t acher 
educators, they are gravitating to this on • rt .1s '\: · 11, sin' it 
such as curriculum development, t hnolo l lif l :m 1 l irninc 
skills related to learning "how to I am", 
v ral areas 
d v lopment of 
Barth (1999) examined th on pt f pr ti ional development for librarians. 
Topics included lifelong learning; continuing du ation to learn new techniques and to 
develop special skills; conferences, workshops, institutes and seminars; transfer of 
training; adult learning; and an example of an institute for professional development. 
Patten (1999) stated that tradi ionally, teacher librarians have been concern d 
mainly with educational programmes, and more recently with the information skills in 
curriculum. The expertise of teacher librarians lies in information and it mana m nt, 
and as a consequence they are able to contribute significantly. Providinu an inform tion 
to support learning and teaching programmes, in other words, ' ontribut to th 
development of the school's information infrastructure'. Teacher I ibrarian arc in th 
business of literacy, assisting students and teachers to learn how to a cs , use nd 
communicate information. The information focu is changing with global n tw rking, 
the role of the teacher librarian i currently undcrg ing major and rapid ch n . P ttcn 
(1999) further explains that teacher 1 ibrarian hav ski 11 a follows: ( 1) teacher librarians 
who 'have knowledge, skills and experience related to developing students as information 
literate student '. (2) Th e who have been leaders in cstabli hing and pro iding a e 
t information networks in .hools. ( Teacher librarians who have knowledge and kill 
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related to integrating a variety of information Corms 11d foruu ts into l • ming: and (4) 
who have developed experti e at oopcrati 1 i I mninu nn 1 im1 l -m ntina this a ros the 
school. 
Barth ( 1999) stated th t, pm ti I h l library media specialists for 
developing and improving leadership skill within the s hool library and beyond. The 
book presents ideas on library I adership in nine sections: ( 1) Rings of influence; (2) 
Archetypes of leadership; (3) The quest for personal management; ( 4) The folklore of the 
organization; (5) The magic power of empowerment; (6) Leading the library: (7) 
Leadership within the school: The (8) Leadership within the community: (9) Leading 
within the profession. 
Corral! and Brewerton (1999) di cus ed that while training plays an important p rt 
in personal development, the latter is a broader process, concerned with moti tion, 
attitudes and personal qualities, as well as job-related skills. Further more they di u d 
seven personal and specialist information skills, such as c llecti n dcv 1 pm nt nd 
management, identification and evaluation of sources and service . Informati n retri nl, 
knowledge organization, legal and regulatory aspect f informati n, library 
housekeeping and presentation of information were also discussed. In addition to that 
they explain seven informati n kill and seven business and management skills. Th 
teacher librarian must have these information skills, which are as follows, com uter 
hardware and peripherals, database packages, electronic communication t m , 
multimedia r source' n nwork a .css, office autornati n t I and pre cntati n t.,: ar . 
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As business and management skills teacher librarian shoul 1 kno · :i '' unting, budg ting 
and costing, change management, mark tin\ puuli 
and personal management, pr [c t nnd p 't nnm 
performance measurement and rrat · , t 11 1 rd ope ti n l pl nning. 
urance and 
Avolio (2000) explained prof si nal l d r hip dev lopment, it is much related to 
the teacher librarians' professional skills, ' hich the should have to be developed 
transformational leadership. He further describes transformational leadership consist of 
four key elements, idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, 
and individualized consideration. The transformational leader is admired, respected, and 
trusted. Inspirational motivation refers to the leader's ability to inspire. Such leaders ar 
optimistic and enthusiastic. 
Other than the role describes teacher librarians must have varieties or qualiti . t 
make a good teacher librarian image in the chool library media 'nt r. In 
"Curriculum Development Consultation Document" issued by the urri ulum 
Development Council in November 2000, briefly n tcd that ten r le f tea h r 
librarians; they are (i) provide easy access to information in a variety or f rrnat an 
technologies (ii) develop the library collecti n according t the ch ol-ba cd urri ulum 
focus, (iii) promote the use of divers inf rmation ourcc as an integrated cl m nt in 
curriculum (iv) Collaborative teaching and learning, (v) develop a ari t f r ur - 
ba ed programme in enhancing the independent learning kill , and pr bl rn- I ing 
abilities among the student', vi iollaborative with teacher to plan, support the pr ce 
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of teaching and assess students' learning, (vii) , upt ort w :l' hr st t i ~ in nurturing 
diversified reading interest and regular rcadin hnl its unono stu :l nts. viii) fa ilitate the 
development of information lit "r 1 .ornmunit , (ix) k p abr ast of 
the latest development in curri ulum nnd 1 hn 1 v n m nt, and (x) cooperate 
with teachers, teacher librari ns inf rm ti n and parents to build an 
information environment for the nourishm nt of kn wledge-based society. 
Asselin (2000) stressed, that pre-service teachers are a greatly overlooked group of 
instructional partners. This article describes a project in a teacher education programme. 
This supports new teachers' personal and practical knowledge of school library 
programmes and the role of the teacher librarian. In the second year of the proj t, 
qualitative analysis was conducted on students' pre- and post- writings about thre f al 
concepts. Results showed that pre-service teachers expanded their under landing. of 
information literacy, critical thinking, and resource-based learning to reflect sc cral k 
aspects of these concepts consistent with the literature. 
Murray (2000) stressed that the most succes fut ituations were th sc whcr the 
school librarian had consulted closely the special education teachers t the ontent f 
information skills programmes. Aides did not always accompany students to the library. 
In some cases this gave the opportunity for the tudents to exercise some independence, 
but in others it was detrimental t the information skills teaching process. If a student 
needed one-to-one attention, the school librarian c uld not effectively assist v hile dealing 
with th eta as a wh I . Ir one r the chief role of the aid wa t k p th tud nt n 
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desk, or modify materials, it was crucial for th cm to ace mr my th stud nt to the 
library. It is also ability should develop th t 'n h r 1i1 iriun, to i il with dis ble tudents 
to teach the information retrieval. 
THE SCHOOL LIBRARY EDUCATION IN SRI LANKA 
The school libraries in Sri Lanka ha e not b en properly looked into for many 
years. Most of the schools have no considerable library or reading facilities. Recently 
educations authorities have cut down the school library classroom period that student use 
the library once or twice a week. The importance of the school library was realized in 
early 1960, Ministry of Education Sri Lanka. Yapa (1998), mentioned in her article som 
circulation issued by the Ministry of Education for the school library administration. 
"Jn 1960 the Department of Education sent a circular I itt tr to all 
principals of government, central and senior s hoofs r •g irdtng the 
school library. This was in the form of guide to running a s •/100/ 
library and was incorporated as separate .hap! tr In th do 11111 11/ 's 
manual of instructions. In addition, the National J;d11 iation 
"ommission, est ab/ ish in 1961, also re .omm nd d s rn i1P up s ihool 
libraries. UNK 0 pla ed an important role during the 1960s b 
providing assistance in the form of ixperts who wer ab/ to Jost tr 
awareness of the lmportan ., of libraries and the value of ha ing 
train id P irsonnel to 111u11og them ". (Yapa, 1998) 
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The teacher librarian can get profe ional hi ih r idu .ntion su .h , d gr , diploma 
and master education or in-service traininu to d th ir \\ r1'.' ll. '"' 'n ( l 0) xplained 
that until 1986 there was no trainin 1 r rt 'n ch r lit rnri ms in " I' 1 nd, because there 
were no positions for full-time t a h r librnri ns, Fr rn 1 hools a year were 
selected to receive a supcrnurn r 
Senior teachers then applied for th 
• ni r 1" hin iti n for a teacher librarian. 
po itions and did the training as a condition of 
appointment. The course was a year long Diploma-level specialist teaching (not 
librarianship) qualification. lt was part-block and part distance education over a full 
academic year. For remain of the time they worked full-time on course-related school- 
based assignment work, with the course director peripatetic between schools to provide 
school-based support. 
The UNESCO recommended that the established central library organizati n f r 
providing libraries for teacher training colleges and central schools and on the tr ining f 
teacher librarians. However it was not launched continuously, but after involving thi 
plans the Sri Lanka National Library Services Board (SLNLSB) was establis h db 
of parliament No. 17 of 1970 under the Ministry of ducation and Higher ducati n. In 
1969, 100 school libraries were established and 200 librarians were trained. ln th rl 
1970, the Ministry of Education established the cadre f ch ol librarian , but In k f 
training for the school librarian (n t teacher librarians) was caus d slow development of 
school libraries in Sri Lanka. These school librarians arc working in the chool library 
which es tab Ii hed by the Mini try of Education, but not related t the tea hing 
profe si n. 
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The Ministry of Education ha been able t In~ . h )l libr ri through 
distribution of books, training f library . tnff an :i Iormnl Hin 1 lit 
assistance of SLNLSB. The ri Lnnl n l.ibrnr 
with the 
the Law No. 20 of 1974. oth LN nnd U ,\ in · h wi h f nnulating standards 
for libraries, training librari ns thr uuh th ourses, seminars and 
workshops. The scheme of rccruirrn nt g mm nt publi librarians and school librarians 
was revealed in 1989 by the public administration circular No. 47. The Draft policy 
statement on school libraries was fonnuJated in 1997 and the Ministry of Education 
approved it. 
Wijetunge (1998) said that the first attempt in training in librarianship was made b 
the Ceylon Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research (CISIR) in 1957, by condu ting 
two-week full time courses. But any attempt at a systematic and continuing tr ininu in 
librarianship was not started until mid 1961. The University of Pcradcniya ri Lnnkn 
started Postgraduate Diploma course in 1961 but discontinued in I 65. Uni 'r. it f 
Colombo commenced a Diploma course in LIS in 1982. However this too w s s us pend id 
by 1988. Wijethunge explained further the University of Kelaniya e tablishcd the 
Department of Library and Information Science ( LI ) in 1973 for ache! r f Art 
General Degree, which offer Library and lnformati n ciencc (LI ) a nc ubj t and 
Postgraduate Diploma course commenced in 1974. Bachelor of Arts Special Degr e in 
LIS, which teach US for four year , tarted in 1979. Sri Lanka Library A ciati n 
( LLA) commenced three profc sional cour cs in 19 I, 1966 and 1973 resp ti I . 
arne part-time curse commenced by University of Kelaniya in l 77. n Lanka 
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National Library Services Board (SLNL B) comm meed n postal .ours in Ll in 1983, 
with the objective of providing an opportunit r r l 11l lie md s 'h '1 lib rri n fr m rural 
areas to obtain qualifications. ut this w .• susr 'rd i in I)) u t I .k f fund . 
According to Wijcthungc ( 1 of US education programmes 
in Sri Lanka, academic programmes and profes ional lev 1 programmes. DUS conducts 
two bachelor degree programmes, highest le el of professionals or lowest level of 
professional librarians' programmes and intermediate level Para-professional job 
programmes. The University of Colombo started the Masters Degree in LIS (MLS) in 
1993, and Masters Degree in Social Science (in Library and Information Science) in 
l 998. There are two types of courses within this Masters Programme - Master ial 
Science (information and library science) and Master of Philosophy. National In, ti tut of 
Education (NIE) conducts a Bachelor of ducation pr gramme for tea h rs nd 
Educational Technology and Information Science is one component of this pro ir mm . 
The SLLA and the DLIS are conducting professional level hrec tier part tim our .. 
The programme Part I of DLIS and II have been named as part r iplorna and p rt 11 
Diploma in LIS. Part III is called Professional Advanced crtificatc in ibrary icn 
and Documentation. 
"Ll, education system of Sri Lanka needs immediate attention of th 
professionals, if It is to a .hi \ ' an sort of standard. W'. need mor full 
ti11P staff meml. trs, b •II r idu ational and library facilities, a re i. ed 
.urrl iulum, more one/ more res tar ih, pub/I .at ions .\p • tall in inhola 
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and Tamil, better control and acer 1dit 111011 of 'ours ·s. ind stu l .nts of 
high academic standards. I F/,A Ir 8 ". 
In addition to the trainin) pr r mm s 1 un h' b th " 
ri Lanka Library 
Colleges of ducations (N ""') pro id b i librar tudi for all teacher trainees and 
specialized training in librarian hip for thos ' h wish to become teacher librarians. 
Under the Library Development Project which is funded by the World Bank, will be ask 
whether they wish to be re-trained as librarians. These training will be offered by the 
National Institute of Library and Information Science (NILIS), which is, established at 
the University of Colombo, Sri Lanka. (Second General Education Project - II, 1997) 
The proposal of Second General Education Project - 2 (G • P - 2, I 97) d cril d 
that currently, about 3,000 people have received only one or two week' library trnininc 
at a minimum, will need re-fresher course in librarianship and libr ry manag m nt. In 
addition to that, 250 people in the new libraries in large schools will be r quir d 
librarians qualified with minimum of a Certificate or Diploma in Library tudic . Th 
training programmes will develop and implement by the newly cstabli hcd Nati nal 
Institute of Library and Information cience (NI l ) under th World ank Pr j t. 
National Institute of Library Information Science will provide training programme for 
the requirement of public and ornrnercial sector. It will offer course annuall at 
Certificate, Degree and Postgraduate level. NI LIS training c ur c will arnalgarnate v ith 
the University of olombo, nivcrsity f Kclaniya, ri Lanka National Library ervice 
Board, ri anka Library Associat: in and also with Nati nal C liege f ducation. ne 
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teacher in each of 1,750 school libraries (type librari 'S 1 "l din r t th W rld Bank 
Project) will be appointed as a teacher libr rrinn nn 1th y ' ill l f1 .ilitnte i b the N LIS. 
All these teacher librarian shoul 
librarianship, re-training and up r din 
SLNLSB or NILIS funded by th Wort 
' n minimum f thr -m nth course in 
11 . 1 th ir "L n 1 n d , either through 
nk pr j 1. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR TEACHER 
LIBRARIANS 
The teacher librarians' job is not just a job. They must have professional code of 
ethics. If they have no appropriate training, they would not be able to do their work 
effectively and efficiently. Specific working skills should be gained from their trainin 
programmes. Suitable attitudes, responsibilities and accountability of teacher libr ri ns 
make good library environment. Apart from such qualities education is very cs ntinl to 
be a good librarian. 
Smart (1985) explained in her study that nine secondary school libraries in N v 
Zealand were examined to determine how often and how well students and tea her w r 
using the library resources available to them. oth teacher and tudent w re urve c 
concerning their use of the library, the library kills they thought to be important, and 
their perceptions of the function or the librarian, library assistant, or teach r in the library. 
Based on the urvey results and personal b crvation , it is concluded that cho 1 
libraries in New Zealand uffcr fr m the fact that many of them are being run b library 
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assistants without professional training or teach r libruri ms wh )S time i limited by 
other obligations. Suggestions for improv m int in 'ht le 
training for both teacher and libra nssi tnnts. 
Gwen (1990) said that tut r tr ining n - r in ti n '' ·11 be ongoing, based on 
distance education technologies (initiall t l n r n ing, but also exploring a wider 
range of options). Considerable emphasis will be placed on providing tutors and their 
schools with additional resources and opportunities for in-service and professional 
development, so that these schools become examples of effective integrated information 
teaching and use (not model school libraries). We need to be able to demonstrate the high 
level teaching and management skills of the teacher librarians. As part of the school's 
executive, on a school-wide basis teacher librarians are used to plan and co-ordinat 
effective 'Action Learning', resource and reading support. 
The school librarian should have to play a dual role in the school, s a teach rand 
teacher librarian. Training should be prepared to develop these job skills to n urn 
teacher librarians to perform excellent service throughout the school. 
Elaturoti (1993) described that the backgr und of the chool librari in Nigeria 
increased recognition of the importance of libraries in education by the govemm nt and 
resultant to legislation. The majority of teacher librarians in the Nigerian sch ol s tern 
does not have profe ional qualifications in librarian hip, and received their librarian hip 
training through short in-servi courses and workshops. ome universities and c 11 ge 
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have begun to introduce programme to train mm: f r ig mm chool 
system. The Nigerian School Librar 'Sc cintion L' " rrking towards the 
professionalization of the t achcr librarian f ositi rn, 'h te ar in schools 
to help increase remuneration, impro 
their designated job in tead of a tin 
r r pr s1 h Ip _ hool librarians keep 
m nt f r ubject teachers. The paper 
proposed a curriculum for the training of h ol librarian in the Nigerian school system, 
including minimum librarianship qualifications for primary and secondary school 
librarians, and proposed courses for study. The librarianship-training programme would 
include courses in management and a teaching subject, for the school librarian to have 
equal academic status with other teachers and to assist them in collection development 
and reference services to users. 
The suitable training can prepare professionals to overcome pro lcms that th' hn ' 
to face. Conway (1996) discussed the problems and difficulties faced by s hool librnri • 
in the United Kingdom (UK), specifically ngland and Wales. The c problem r I k 
of funding, lack of a central role in the curriculum, the management stru tur , nd 
inadequate staffing. In addition, use of the library is not featured much, if at all, in 
training programmes for teacher in the UK, and combined with inadequat library 
holdings, resulted in under-used librarie . In the UK, there i no tandard qualifi ati n r 
initial training for a teacher librarian. ome teachers are expected to manage the chool 
library in addition to maintaining a full teaching load. The paper also di cu 
significant publications that have ires cd the urgency of impr ving school libraric and 
provides sugge tion and guidclin for achieving those improvements. The go ernment 
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role in the management of schools, scho I librari 'S, nn i im] I'm n iti n fa National 
Curriculum is initiated in library train in) throu ih N Hi rn 1\ \ '' ui n 11 u lifi ations and 
examples of recent project and a hi ' nncnts for s -h xol lib ties in K. 
Probert, (1997) described th t sin 1 · 0, nm ew Zealand has undergone 
dramatic changes. New Zealand h s n r h d tradition of full-time teacher librarians. 
There is a diploma course for teacher librarianship, now, but most high school teacher 
librarians have only five hours per week to spend in the library. Primary school teachers 
usually have no release time from classes. The research shows how New Zealand 
teachers and school libraries are facing the challenge and its' history of education and 
provides background on teacher librarian training in New Zealand. School libraries and 
trained teacher librarians in New Zealand are destined to play a vitally important and 
increasingly central role in the education of all students in years t c me. It is unr nli: ti 
to expect classroom teachers to meet all the demands of the new curri ulum ' ithout 
support. An expanded role for teacher librarian is envisioned that will n , it t 
significant revision of teacher librarian training programmes. Educational 
must be an essential part of the academic training if teacher librarian arc to u 
assume their new roles as collaborative consultants and provide the support requir d b 
classroom teachers. Probert, short out that among the new competencies for th p ition 
are: (1) curriculum planning, implementation, and evaluation; (2) analysis of materials in 
terms of their ability to achieve instructional objectives; (3) conceptualization and d sign 
of media to achieve objective ; (4) human relation and group dynamics kill · and 5) 
the ability to a ume the teach r' frame of reference. 
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know what the answer is, but we should vn 1111{'' now how wit ·r · tu find 
it". (Yucht, 2000) 
EFFECTS OF THE TRAININGS TO SCH OL LIB AR DEVELOPMENT 
The different types of trainin 1 pro gr mm . r h ld for the teacher librarians. From 
the short course to Master or PhD degre level education opportunities have being 
organized for the teacher librarians. Many competencies are gained from the training 
programmes to manage the effective school library. The authorities must consider the 
training requirements and also appropriate training programmes for the trainees. 
Abdullah (1998) pointed out in her study that more than 75% of the respondents in 
selected sample, considered attendances at in-service or short courses essential mor 
than 90% library educators responded the education is essential at the po tgraduat I. 
She suggested that the Ministry of ducation might consider providing a yst mati nd 
progressive training programme, leading to a full professional qualification in 
librarianship to teacher librarians. 
However, administrators must be very careful if the teachers have not obtained th 
suitable training to implement the new concepts, when d ing the new Janning and 
implementation for the schools. Hart (1999) identified that lnformation literac the 
development of which is accepted as the central mission of school librarians, ts a 
necessary requirement for successful participation in the global information ocicty. 
South Africa's new curriculum, ( urri ulum 2005) explicitly lists information skills a an 
important utc me f hooling - and has accordingly introduced the new method of 
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assessment to encourage continuous evaluation m , ( uth Afri in , hool education. 
However teachers are struggling to imp! nu mt th n '" m th )d, - wing to gaps in their 
training, lack of support, and f res aure 'S, 11 rt furth r , .plain d, since only 
tiny minority of South African qu lifi _ h I librarian (indeed less than a 
third have any sort f libr ry, th" u _ ful v 1 pm nt of information literacy 
depends on classroom teachers. The n d to investigate their capacity to take 
responsibility for information literacy education is thus clear. 
Tallman et al. (2000) described that the study on the status of the school library and 
its place in the curriculum in thirteen Botswana community junior secondary schools 
located in northern and northeastern Botswana. During November of 1999, the study took 
place during site visits to the schools that had a teacher library intern receiving training 
through the school library certificate programme. Those programme were held in th 
Department of Library and Information Studies at the University of Botsw n . Th 
authors used semi-structured interviews, observations, and journals to provide th dat 
for the descriptive qualitative study. This paper is a report of the finding and th 
recommendations to the department for changes in the school library curriculum. 
Very important issue is designing the training pr gramme to tea h teacher 
librarians how to help the disable and back-word tudents in the school library. The 
teacher librarian should know how and what methods to use with them to gi u r 
education in information literacy. Murray (2000) explained staff de elopm nt 
programme dealing with library service to students with disabilities are scare . He did 
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n Kl 
four-year study to evaluate school I ibrary . er i " )ff ire i t :IL led tud nt in two 
Australian states considered staff dcv lo m nt n fa. Th stu :ly • , d th availability 
of staff development activitie for. ho 1 lil r:n. stntf 1h t w ul i t th min teaching, 
bl d students. Results 
showed that there were limited opportunities fr h l librarians to participate in such 
programmes, beyond those off r d in indi idu l hool to the teaching staff as a whole. 
There is a need for library-sp cific staff development programmes that cover policy 
formulation, collection development and adaptive technology aspects of library services 
for disabled students. Professional education courses should also cover this area as an 
integrated element of the core curriculum. A model for staff development programmes is 
suggested. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter presents the litcrntur r i ' )f th stu ly. F ur main ctions of this 
chapter have been di cu d to dri c th lit erntur 1 i ' , n m ly introduction, role of 
the teacher librarian, the scho I I ibr nk , importance of the training 
programmes for teacher librarian nd ff 1 f th trainings to the school library 
development. As a result of the lack of studies on teacher librarians education 
programmes, the study discussed related researches too. According to the vision of 
researchers, country and working environment teacher librarians' role described in 
deferent ways. Because Sri Lanka has not appointed professional teacher librarians until 
2001, there is not any literature regarding the Sri Lanka context. 
Sri Lanka teacher librarians (school librarians) history and future planning of 
teacher librarians' education programmes are described. The significant attention h 
been given for the future teacher librarians' education, under the World ank ond 
General Education Project implement by the Ministry of ducation, Sri Lanka. ff t and 
importance of training programmes also have been revealed under the two cti n , t 
examine the aims of the study. The new curriculum implementations must cncourag th 
teacher's professional development. But some researchers describe in th ir studi 
without having the appropriate training programmes there may be problems, when 
implementing the new concepts for the school education. New Zealand, Canada, United 
Kingdom and United State experience were discussed to explain the importance of th 
training programmes for the teacher librarians. Among different types of training 
programmes, the administrat rs should pay their attcnti n to elect uitabl programm 
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for the teacher librarians. Not onl th' curri ulum and , nt mt f the training 
programmes, it should be better to drav th' itt mtion to l t in iff r nt kind of trainings, 
including Internet and telecommuni tions. 
CHAPTER TRHEE 
RESEARCH METH D L G 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to e camine the education and training needs of 
the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka. The study examined four research questions: 
l. What are the duties of teacher librarians in Sri Lanka? 
2. What types of training programmes are currently provided for the teacher 
librarians in Sri Lanka? 
3. Are there any drawbacks in training programmes of the teacher librarians? 
4. If so, what are the suggestions to enhance the training pro irarnmcs for t n h 'r 
librarians in Sri Lanka? 
The objectives of the study were discussed in chapter 1. The re ar h 
methodology was established to achieve these objectives. The data collected wa u d 
to examine and fulfill the research objectives. 
111is chapter presents the overall design of the research and it identifies the 
research population. It also describe the profile of the sample, instruments employed 
and how the questionnaire was desi ncd. Data collection procedure and technique of 
data analysis are al pres nted. Each section is handled eparately as indicated. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The study employed fl surv res "11 'h mctl. in nd it'. th arch objectives 
and problems. Research d i 11 r Icrs t :-i th pl n f r trying out the study (Mc 
Millan, 2000). The data oil with the education and training 
needs of the teacher librari ns, u ing qu ti nu ire administrated to teacher librarians, 
school principals and administrators). 
The study essentially adopted the following steps to march forward the research 
plan: 
1. Identifying research objectives. 
2. Preparing a preliminary list ofresearch questions. 
3. Analyzing selected library and education research literature from the past 20 year 
to make an overview of the teacher librarians' education and training m r 
widely. 
4. Searching other studies that have already been completed on the education and 
training of teacher librarians. 
5. Developing the survey instruments (questionnaire) and selecting the data collecti n 
method. 
6. Selecting the sample of schools and school Administrators working with the 
teacher librarians training and education. 
7. Obtaining authorized letters and permission to involve selected sample school for 
the data collection work. 
8. Distributing the que tionnaire t the sample. 
9. ollectin r data and sendiu r reminders for delay . 
SS 
10. Presenting and analyzing data accordin ) to th' , 1mi t er ed 1u sti nnair collected 
from the sample. 
11. Evaluating conclu ion re inr ling t n ch 'I' lihrnri ms tt tining and ducation needs. 
At this research dcsi m tng , th res r h rm d very attempt to address the 
problems to suit the rcquircm nt of th ur d sign a well as the needs of the 
teacher librarians training and education in Sri Lanka. After framing the research 
questions and deciding upon manageable sample, researcher developed the instrument 
for gathering data and information relevant to the problems. The next stage was 
delivering the survey instmment to the sample and collecting their response. 
POPULATION AND SAMPLING 
This study focused on the investigation of problems in teacher librarians traininu 
and education programmes in Sri Lanka context. The population chosen for this tud 1 
was the people who are directly involved with the field of school librarianship; 
namely the teacher librarians who were appointed to the 4000-library dev l pment 
project Schools island wide by the Ministry of Education, Sri Lanka, the principals of 
those schools and the administrators who were involved with the project coordinati n 
(Zonal and Provincial Directors of education - in charge of library development 
project in their levels). 
Examining the problems of the whole cohort demands an unlimited quantity of 
time, labour and money. S that researcher had to choose a justifiable sample from 
thi vast Populati 11 i land wide and limited the urvcy to the selected sample in onl 
one province i.e., Sabaragamuwa, ri anka. ( h s ·i lisric publi f ri Lanka is 
made up of nine provinces a:nd 25 distri t:.), nnp! is sp: 11 wer the tw di tric s of 
Kegalle and Ratnapura in abar» )nmm n pr vine . Th .re 41 hoot facilitated 
by the library dovclopm nt proj in th province. Sample 
was randomly selected. 
The researcher used a list for the appointment of teacher librarians to collect the 
data in both Ratnapura and Kegalle districts. In each 50 schools of the sample one 
teacher librarian and one principal were selected to respond to the questionnaire. The 
eight school administrators were selected in seven zonal education offices and the 
department of provincial education in Sabaragamuwa province. All selected school 
administrators were directly involved with the Library Development Project in the 
province. So, a total number of 108 questionnaires were distributed arnon th 
sample. 
Prior to collecting data, data collection approval was first obtained from th 
Faculty of Computer and Information Technology (letter was annexed), Universit f 
Malaya, Malaysia and the approval for conducting the survey in the selected ch 
was obtained from the Department of Provincial Education, Sabaragarnuwa, n 
Lanka. The Provincial Director of Education, abaragamuwa informed the cv n 
zonal Directors of Education and the 50 selected school principals, within the 
province to assist, complete the questionnaires and return to the researcher's addre s. 
Self addressed and stamped envel pe was al attached to the questionnaire to be 
returned to the researcher' addres . The questionnaires were also sent to the e en 
zonal c rdinat r or Ii brat dcvcl pmcnt project in the Ame pr vine . 
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PROFILES OF THE SAMPLE 
Teacher librarians' pr f ssi n has n t h 'n' ll 'St t li h db for in Sri Lanka. 
The re ponsibility f mana rin libt 1 : L h nd d ov r to one of the 
member of teaching staff. Th n 1111 I b lief ft h r ti r this responsibility is that it 
is a simple and light job am ng th . 1 t of the school members have 
been neglecting the librarians' profe sion and the library duties in Sri Lanka schools. 
However, it was found that most teacher librarians were newly appointed and 
principals and administrators also have very little experience in teacher librarians' 
profession in Sri Lanka. 
A total of 63 questionnaires from all school education officers, 25 Principals and 
30 teacher librarians were completed and returned (68.04 %) on due date. I lowever. 
only 60 questionnaires were completely accepted for data analysis. The rcscar her 
visited and reminded some schools to complete the questionnaire . Reminders w r 
also made through the telephone, for those schools within the sample that h v 
telephone facilities. However the researcher did not submit any reminder t thos 
schools that do not have telecommunication lines and arc not within reach due t 
geof,>raphical barriers. 
Approximately 41.7% questionnaires were not returned. Only 55.6% complete 
questionnaires were used for the study. Another 2.7 % of incomplete questionnaire 
were also rejected from the data-analyzin y task. 
As earlier stated that sample con i t d f three 1r up: fr p nd nt within 
the 50 schools in urban rural area and i rht fo ',iti n l1i · ers in th abaragan uwa 
province. These fifty sch ols r 'pr s cnt d t f 50 r rin 'i 
Questionnaires were di rribut d nm 1P th "S" 1 
questionnaires were u cd for th 
08 education officers. 
nly 55.6% complete 
h r librarians, 27 principals, and 
To ascertain the respondents' working experiences in the sample, they were 
asked to indicate years of working experiences in part A of the questionnaire. 
According to the current situation in Sri Lanka, very recently only teachers are 
appointed as teacher librarians to develop school libraries. 
The response revealed that, nearly 88 % of teacher librarians are under 20 
year's experiences. Only 3 of them reported having more than 20 years w rking 
experience. The majority of the principals reported having between 11 to 0 r 
experiences and the education officers are also in the same range. The highe t 
percentage of the respondents was in 11~ 20 years experiences range (41.7%). 
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
The study made u c f a so en-pa '' 1n ','ti nu i th data collection 
techniques. The time and rcsour , h r did not permit visits to 
all schools to conduct interview r d pt th r · t fac ' teclmiques. Therefore 
questionnaire was prepar d ·~ r data and measures the purpose. The 
questionnaire was prepared in English language and then translated to the Sinhala 
medium for easy understanding of the respondents. The covering letter and the self- 
addressed stamped envelope were attached to the questionnaire before sending it to 
the respondents. ln addition to that the second covering letter addressed principals and 
zonal education directors, issued by the provincial director of education were also 
attached. 
The questionnaire was divided into three parts. To enhance reliability, structur d 
questions were used. Part (A) of the questionnaire contained 10-strnctur d r n ml 
information questions directed towards respondents' qualification and expericn . 
This part also includes the following variables, which provide dcmographi data: 
status, working place (according to the given type), education qualifications and other 
library and computer experience etc. 
Part (B) of this questionnaire focused on the training and education 
programmes for teacher librarians. Three questions were prepared as likert-scale type 
questions. These questions were mainly focused on the kind of education or training 
programmes important for the teacher librarians and measure their opinion about the 
available traininu pr uummes. The researcher included some questions in the 
questionnaire to indicate suitable place' f r the t ':l ·h ir lil rari ins t g t th ir training 
and education. Respondents were a kcd t r 'SP~ n :l t _ st lt 'IH nts us ing a fi v point 
likert-type scale varyin from srrongl ~gi· ...... t sn )1\ 'l · 
were asked to indicat usin r .Y) mark in th' pj, ... n · l 
. Th r spondents 
pond nts were also 
requested to add other ideas th r th think ss nti l fl r th qu stionnaire. 
Part (C) of the questionnaire is divided into se en sections. All questions were 
adopted according to Likert scale rating five ranges of agreements. The areas of the 
variables were: 
1. Collection development 
2. Acquisition 
3. Library management 
4. Resource management 
5. User education 
6. Personal and skill management (Personality management) 
7. Teacher librarians' leadership 
The respondents were asked to respond to 31 statements in seven sections. Th 
answers were rated in five-scale namely (1) very essential, (2) essential, (3) somewhat 
essential, (4) not essential, and (5) undecided. The spaces were given to the 
respondents to put (x) mark on the relevant number according to their opinion in scale 
of choices. The respondents were also requested to include their other independent 
ideas in the given space . The la t que ti n was pen ended and respondents w r 
also asked to write their sug 1esti ns on teacher librarians' training and education in 
the i VCH pa c. 
(i I 
Appendices C and D contained a cop of th' sun ) in strum nt in English 
language and Sinhala langua re resp ti 'I ' ith th' t tt -r f nppr v t t onduct the 
study. 
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE 
The sample of fifty schools was select d among the seven education zones in 
Sabaragamuwa province. The selection of samples was based on a priority list. The 
researcher requested the Provincial Director of Education, Sabaragamuwa to issue a 
permission letter for collecting data. The researcher personally asked the seven Zonal 
Directors of Education in Sabaragamuwa province: Ratnapura, Balangoda, 
Embilipitiya, and Nivithigala in Ratnapura district and Dehiovita, Kegalle, Mawanella 
in Kegalle district to facilitate the data collection work. The approval letter was i 11 d 
to address the selected School Principals and Zonal Directors of ~ducation. 
However, the researcher had to carry out the study within a short period f f ' 
months, utilizing his own financial and other resources. Another constraint that th 
researcher faced was the very short time duration for collecting data. It was done in a 
short vacation spent in Sri Lanka as the researcher was expected to continue hi 
research study programme (MUS) in a foreign university i.e. University of Mala a 
Malaysia. 
The questionnaire was translated int Sinhala language to facilitate better 
understanding among the samples. The questionnaires were mailed to the samples in 
ctobcr 2001 and they were riven a period of three weeks to complete the 
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questionnaire. The letter of approval fr 111 the pro in ·i 11 'du rnti n auth rity was also 
attached to the questionnaire. I· II w-up remind 'ts" 't' mnde ly th t l phon and 
personal visits to some sch ls. It v s v 't 
time and geographical bani rs 
au e of limited 
om colleagues of 
education office Sabaragamuv a ,, r g1 en th r p n ibility to pass reminders when 
they visited those schools for la r m up rv · i n. nfortunately, some respondents 
did not reply the questionnaire by the du dat . 
VALIDITY OF THE DATA COLLECTED 
In unobtrusive analysis, researcher tends to use small samples in terms of the 
number of respondents tested and the number of questions asked. This is to en ure 
that the large ·sample will involve considerable costs and incur admini trariv 
difficulties in the way of various responds of the respondents. However, rcscar h r 
using unobtrusive analysis need to access and demonstrate that quality of th d ta 
collected. They need to address the issue of validity and r liability in their respon . 
Require and adherence to specific strategies employed to increase the quality of dat 
collected prior to distribute the questionnaire, 
The validity access the extent to which the main research instrument, a Ii t of 
21 reference questions, measures accurately what it purports to do. In this study, the 
purpose of the questionnaire is to determine or measure the clear and understanding 
questions and responds rate of the likert-scale, that is percentage of positive and 
negative perceives f respondents. Ensure validity requires a representative collection 
of responds items. 
On the ways to ensure content val idit f a r .senr .h in srrument is to obtain 
the opinion of colleagues in the f l l, In this r 'Sl xt, th' riginal qu tionnaire 
constructed was submitted to a rroup of t Hh1 ltin: ?-.. l 1 st 't' f Library lnfonnation 
Science (MLJS) tudent , wh nrc lso p1;1 'ti in~ libr irian and library project 
coordinators :for rccornm ndftti ns n ·ft rm t, re l ilit) and l v l of difficulties. 
ln order to determine the reliability and alidity of the questionnaire the 
researcher visited four schools in the Ratnapura district, Sabaragamuwa and 
distributed questionnaires to the teacher librarians as a pre-test. This was done with 
the approval from the school principal. During this pre-test the researcher did not face 
any problem. The teacher librarians also did not face any problem in answering the 
questionnaire. 
DAT A ANALYSIS 
The researcher bad taken into account the methods of presenting and anal zing 
the data gathered from the three groups of respondents. The data collected 11 ing th 
procedure described in the earlier section was reported. Appropriate statistics include 
frequency counts, percentage, means and standard deviations. Statistical packag for 
social science (SPSS) version I 0.0 for windows was used to analyze the data. The 
training and education requirements of the teacher librarians were tabulated to 
demonstrate which requirements were rated essential in each part of the responded 
questionnaire. Responses were calculated according to the rated criteria. Some of the 
important parts were described using graphs and cross tabulation data. The results 
obtained are pre cntcd in uarrativc and tabulate form in the following chapter. 
(i 1 
SUMMARY 
This chapter explained th~ 111 'th l used to ndu t th tudy. The study 
employed a survey re, car h m 'th d. Th' nims 
described at the beginning f thi 
arch questions were 
tudy build-up were 
pointed out earlier, including th in tmm nt us d for collecting data and analyzing 
method used for the collected data. The data used in this study were based on the 
responses of 25 teacher librarians 27 school principals and 08 school administrators, 
which returned the complete questionnaires sent to them in beginning of October 
2001. The original sample was 108 people in above three categories. Ouly 55.6 % 
complete questionnaires were used for the study. A structured questionnaire consisted 
of three sections was developed covering the training and education needed for the 
teacher librarians. Most of the questions were arranged in Likert-type scale. The data 
collected were analyzed and reported using SPSS Version I 0.0 for windows. 
TI1e next chapter presents the data analysis for this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ANALISI FD T 
INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this study was to in estigate the status of training and education of 
teacher-librarians' in Sri Lanka. Twenty-five teacher librarians, 27 school principals, and 
8 education officers were used as sample to investigate the research question. The 
following research questions were addressed: 
1. What are the duties of the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka? 
2. What types of training programmes are currently provided for the teacher librarians in 
Sri Lanka? 
3. Are there any drawbacks in the training programmes uf the teacher librarians? 
4. If so, what are the suggestions to enhance the training programmes for the tea h r 
librarians in Sri Lanka? 
The questionnaires were sent to the 108 selected respondents in the sample. A total 
of 108 questionnaires were sent to the 50 selected schools that based on the list obtained 
from the provincial department of education Sabaragamuwa. There are 415 chools 
selected for the library development project. But the sample consisted of 50 schools, 
s me selected project schools and ornc school other than the project schools. 
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Out of the 108 respondents in 0 s ·h mis , n l 't iht xlu ation officers, a total 
number of 63 questionnaires v th' r • ' r h r. Three incomplete 
questionnaires among the return d v "r dis" Ic . 
The chapter presents the results of th tudy in the following sections: 
a). The duties perform by the teacher librarians in Sri Lankan schools. 
b ). The necessary training programmes for teacher librarians in Sri Lanka. 
c ). The current training programmes in Sri Lanka. 
d). The training needs of teacher librarians. 
e ). Essential skills for the teacher librarians. 
The duties performed by the teacher librarians in Sri Lankan schools 
This section attempts to examine the duties performed by the teacher librarian in 
Sri Lanka. This part of the study is explored in the econd research question, whi h i 
"What are the duties of the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka"? 
Part A of the questionnaire asked the respondents what kind of duties they perform 
in their libraries. This question aimed to get answers only from the teacher librarian . 
Table 2 indicates the survey results. 
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As indicated in Table 2, the re ult hov . that t ea ch r librarian did not deal with 
how ver involved in 
organizing circulation of materials, lil rn ind ren Jin ~ rogramrn , as well as teaching. 
Table 2 
Percentage response of the duties performed by the teacher librarians in 
Sri Lankan schools (N=25) 
Statements Frequenc Percentage 
Yes No Total Yes No 
I. Acquisition of materials I resources 0 25 25 0.0 100 
2. Cataloguing materials 0 25 25 0.0 100 
3. Circulation of materials (lending 25 0 25 100 0.0 
books etc.) 
4. Inventory of materials 25 0 25 100 0.0 
5. Organizing the reading habit 7 18 25 28.0 72.0 
programmes for students 
6. Organizing the library programmes 4 21 25 16.0 84.0 
with communitv 
7. Teaching specific subjects in the 24 1 25 6.0 4.0 
classroom other than the information 
science 
8. Other duties 6 7 25 24.0 28.0 
Under the last statement "other duties" in the Table 2 above, 6 out of 12 indicat d 
that they had to perform other duties such as lending books, arrange bookshel 
cleaning the library, and other labour duties, due to lack of staff. Most of the re p ndent 
indicated they had to do labour work other than the library duties. Thirteen respondents 
did not answer that question. According to the statement organize the reading habit 
programmes for students, 28 % of the respondents answered that they help the reading 
habit project launched by the general education project II, Ministry of Education, but the 
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did not organize reading habit programme at their hoot lev I. The r pondents of 72% 
indicated that they did not involve in r ianisin r th' r '.1 hng h hit programmes. 
Part B of the questionnair \i IL gi n th provision to indicate response on the 
necessary training programmes for the teacher librarians. Respondents were given eight 
statements indicating various types of training and education programmes. 
They were asked to respond using a scale 1 to 5, which was 'strongly agree' to 'strongly 
disagree'. The results are presented in Table 3. 
As indicated in Table 3, a high majority of respondents (75%) strongly agre d that 
the teacher librarians training programmes should be in-service in training in titutc. Th 
other 25% of the respondents also indicated agreeing with that statement. Majority 
strongly agreed that training programmes should include computer based newt hnoloa 1 
and training programmes should be fully practical (61.5% and 60% resp cti el ). 
However it was quite surprising that a high majority also indicated disagr ement that 
training programmes should be on the job, with 41. 7% disagrees, 21. 7% strongly disagree 
and 11.7% undecided. The total disagreement was 63.4%. Only 16.7% strongly agr d 
that training programmes should include library science subjects only, while 26.7% 
agreed and more than half of the respondents (56.7%) either disagree or strong! 
disagree. 
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T:tbk 
Percentage response for the necessary training prog mm fort cher librarians (N = 60) 
Statement SA''., .. \ (>) 0% SD% U% 
- -- :- a The teacher librarians training 5.0 .0 - - - 
programmes should be ln-s rvi inn 
training institute 
b It should be on the job training s.o 20.0 41.7 21.7 11.7 
c It should inter-grated with the hool -"""..., 45.0 1.7 .) ,.) - - 
curriculum 
d The training programmes should 61.5 37.0 1.7 1.7 - 
include computer based new 
technolozv 
e The training programmes should 16.7 26.7 41.7 15.0 - 
include only library science subjects 
f Should be a fully practical training 60.0 20.0 8.3 8.3 3.3 
SA= strongly agree, A = agree, D = disagree, SD = strongly disagree, U = undecided 
Table 4 presents the mean and standard deviation of the necessary traininz 
programmes for teacher librarians in Sri Lanka. The statement on in-scrvi e training 
programmes in training institute indicated a mean score of 4.75 and a standard d inti n 
of 0.44. But the statement that training programmes should be on the job training 
indicated highest average of standard deviation and a lowest mean score. 
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Tabl 4 
The necessary training programmes for toact: r lib 
deviation (N 60) 
- M n score and standard 
Mean Std. 
Deviation -- a TI1e teacher librarian training pr irnmmes sh ul b ln~ 4.75 0.44 
service in a training institute 
b It should be a on the job tr ining 2.85 1.04 
c lt should inter-grate with th h ol urri ulum 4.52 0.54 
d The training programmes should include computer based 4.55 0.70 
new technology 
e The training programmes should include only library 3.45 0.95 
science subjects 
f It should be a fully practical training 4.25 1.13 
Next the respondents were asked to indicate their perception on the n ar 
training programmes for the teacher librarians. Eight types of programme were 1i t d 
and respondents were asked to indicate whether the programmes arc vcr 'SS nti l 
essential, somewhat essential or not essential. 
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Table 5 
Training programmes for teach r lib ri ns (N =60) 
Statements A re 'Ill ut F qu n y Percentage 
- a Some, hut 3.3 
essential 
Participation in inten ivo I short mrs "S Essential 9 15.0 
C'-1.; t .. nti l 49 81.7 
b Training programmes giv n b th Sri Undecided 1 1.7 
m 'hat 1 1.7 
Lanka National Library Sor i B ard essential 
Essential 29 48.3 
Very essential 29 48.3 
c Certificate in library science by Sri Undecided 1 1.7 
Lanka Library Association Somewhat 3 5.0 
essential 
Essential 17 28.3 
Very essential 38 63.3 
d Undergraduate degree in library science Not relevant 7 11.7 
Somewhat 7 11.7 
essential 
Essential 22 36.7 
Very essential 24 40.0 
e Undergraduate degree in information Not relevant 1 I. 7 
Somewhat 5 8. 
technology essential 
Essential 18 0.0 
Very essential 36 60.0 
f Postgraduate degree in library science Somewhat 6 10.0 
essential 
Essential 27 45.0 
Very essential 27 45.0 
g Postgraduate degree in information Somewhat 4 6.7 
essential 
technology Essential 26 43.3 
Very essential 30 50.0 
h Any degree in computer science Somewhat 4 6.7 
essential 
Essential 19 31.7 
Very essential 37 61.7 
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As presented in table 5, most of the respondents indicat d in th questionnaire that 
participate the intensive I short-training pro irnnun 'S wns v ·ry 
Majority also indicated that ccrti Ii at urse in lil 11. 
ential (81.7%). 
ri Lanka Library 
Association was very essential ( ·'· % n. nl a little low percentage 
of responds indicated under radu t d "g-P" in libr ry i nee education programmes 
(40.0%). However, all respond nt indi at d th ir p itive agreement level (over 75 %) 
for all statements, indicating essential and ery essential agreement levels on the 
questionnaire. Very few respondents indicated that 'undecided' and 'not relevant' for the 
training programmes held by the Sri Lanka National Library Services Board ( 1. 7% 
undecided) and the certificate course in library science by Sri Lanka Library Association 
(1.7%), and undergraduate degree in library science (not relevant 11.75). 
Table 6 presents the mean and standard deviation for the teacher librarians training 
and education programmes. According to the three groups of respondents, they indi ated 
that intensive I short courses were most agreeable and most suitable training programm . 
for the teacher librarians. However all respondents agreed to get postgraduate d gre m 
information technology and any degree in computer science. 
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As presented in table 5, most of the respondents indicated in th que tionnaire that 
participate the intensive I short-training pro rmmm 'S \\'1,' very ' _ ntial (81.7%). 
Majority also i.ndicated that ccrtif .atc ursc in lil t 11. b 1 ri Lanka Library 
Association was very e scntial ( . %) for lil r ry ':in' ti n. nly a little low percentage 
of responds indicated undergraduat d egr in li r · _ i nc ducation programmes 
(40.0%). However, al] respondent indi at d th ir po itiv agreement level (over 75 %) 
for all statements, indicating essential and very essential agreement levels on the 
questionnaire. Very few respondents indicated that undecided' and 'not relevant' for the 
training programmes held by the Sri Lanka National Library Services Board ( 1. 7% 
undecided) and the certificate course in library science by Sri Lanka Library Association 
(1.7%), and undergraduate degree in library science (not relevant 11.75). 
Table 6 presents the mean and standard deviation for the teacher librarians training 
and education programmes. According to the three groups of respondents, they indicat d 
that intensive I short courses were most agreeable and most suitable trainin r pro rramm , 
for the teacher librarians. However all respondents agreed to get postgraduate degr m 
information technology and any degree in computer science. 
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T~1hlc 
Training programmes for t ch r Jib rl n (N = 60) 
Statement t an Std. 
Deviation 
a Participate tho intcnsiv I sh 11 ut'SOS .7 0.49 
b Training programme. giv n b th SL 4.42 0.70 
c Certificate in library scienc b LLA* 4.50 0.81 
d Undergraduate degree in library science 4.05 1.00 
e Undergraduate degree in information technology 4.48 0.72 
f Postgraduate degree in library science 4.35 0.66 
g Postgraduate degree in information technology 4.43 0.62 
h Any degree in computer science 4.55 0.62 
*SLNLSB = Sn Lanka National Library Services Board, SLLA = Sri Lanka Library 
Association 
The current training programmes in Sri Lanka 
The second research question of the study was to examine "what types of training 
programmes are currently provided for the teacher librarians in Sri Lanka"? The third 
question examines the "weaknesses of training programmes". 
To ascertain the respondents' agreement level on current training programmes, the 
respondents were asked to indicate their personal views of agreement from strongly agree 
to strongly disagree with eight statements, which was given on the questionnaire. 
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There are vast differences between the current training pr grammes and the actual 
training needs of the teacher librarian in Sri Lanka A ' 'f)' I r~ numb r of r spondents 
indicated that current training progrs mm s arc not ndcqu .te nd Lo not match with their 
training needs. There arc ei rht stnt m 'nt iiv rn t 1 r , p nd nt to indicate their 
. Th most significant result of 
analysing the data is all the r pond nts indi t d th t n gative agreement levels for the 
statements. 
As indicated in Table 7, the figure shows that negative agreement level of the 
respondents. Some times the respondents indicated their non-satisfaction with the current 
situation of available training programmes in Sri Lanka, indicating 'undecided'. All 
statements in this question representing basic training events of library procedur uch 
as acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, financial management, reference servic , u 
technology and CD-ROMs, and how training links with school curriculum. 
The first statement of the question, which is the available training of acquisition, is 
very important indicated frequency number 47 and 78.3 % of negative agreement le el. 
Table 6 shows that the available training of acquisition is very important obtained 20 % 
of undecided score. The respondents also explained the same situations with other s en 
statements. All respondents indicated their negative agreement level with these all 
statements. Over 75 % of the respondents indicated their disagreement, (disagree and 
strongly disagree) for each statement of the question. 
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II v I 
Tnbl 7 
Percentage response for the current training prog mm fort cher librarians (N = 60) 
Statement ,\~t' m nt Frequency Percent 
-- a The available training in a quisition is '1 Undecided 12 20.0 
important trongl 27 45.0 
disagree 
Di agree 20 33.3 
b Undecided 5 8.3 
The training of cataloguing rules are sufficient to Strongly 30 50.0 
perfonn the teacher librarians duty disagree 
Disa~ree 25 41.7 
c The training for the circulation rules are useful Undecided 2 3.3 
Strongly 30 50.0 
disagree 
Disagree 27 45.0 
d The available training in financial management is Undecided 6 10.0 
sufficient to manage the school library Strongly 28 46.7 
disagree 
Disagree 26 43.3 
e Undecided 4 6.7 
The training for the reference services is enough Strongly 30 50.0 
disagree 
Disagree 26 43 .. 1 
f The training for use equipment and technology is Undecided 7 I l.7 
enough to using computers and lntemet in the Strongly 27 4 .0 
library disagree - - Disagree 26 i 
g The available training programmes given enough Undecided 6 10.0 
knowledge and skills to use CD-RO Ms Strongly 29 48.3 
disagree 
Disagree 25 4 l.7 
h The library training programmes are always link Undecided 2 3.3 
with the school curriculum Strongly 34 56.7 
disagree 
Disagree 24 40.0 
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Some of the respondents noted that they arc interested in additional training areas 
that are not planned in the available training pro rnmm 'S fort h r librarians, which are 
very essential to perform their dut w 11. 
psychology, mass communication, and du nti u p.: h log). Th ) trongly mentioned 
that future training programrn s . hould l m 1 m t d with th Sri Lanka National 
Library Services Board or suitable and r _ t bl training institute. The respondents 
suggested revising available training programme to meet present training needs according 
to the new technological change and globalization. 
As indicated in Table 8, the descriptive statistics shows how respondents indicated 
their disagreement level with the statements of current training programmes in Sri Lanka. 
All standard deviation scores for responses near to the zero standard deviation and it 
referred the leeway of negative response for the given statements. The average mean f 
the statements was 2.35 among the eight statements. 
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Table 8 
Mean score and standard deviation for th cur nt t lnlng programmes (N= 60) 
- Statement Mean Std. 
Deviation 
a The available trainin in ncquisiri 111. l:t.' im] rt nt 2.18 0.81 
b The training of cataloguin rul , nr s11ffi i ent t p rf rm th 2.33 0.63 
teacher librarians duty 
c The trainings for the circulation rules are useful 2.45 0.59 
d The available training in financial management is sufficient to 2.33 0.66 
manage the school library 
e The training for the reference services is enough 2.37 0.61 
f The training for using equipment and technology is enough to 2.32 0.68 
use computers and Internet in the library 
g The available training programmes given enough knowledge 2.32 0.65 
and skills to use CD-ROMs 
h The library training programmes are always link with the school 2.37 0.5 
curriculum 
As explained in Table 9, shows cross-tabulation between current training 
programmes and respondents' designation. All groups of respondents highly disagre d 
with all statements, which were noted in the questionnaire, that evaluating current 
training programmes for the teacher librarians. Even though teacher librarians and 
principals indicated responds level undecided, education officers directly marked their 
disagreement for all statements given. 
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As presented in Table 7 and 8, frcqucn and r ire nt g . m an and standard 
deviation, and cross-tabulation, of th' r ispons 'S sh'"' .urr int training programmes are 
not sufficient for the teacher I ibrarians top crform th eir uti , w ll. 
Tabl 9 
The current training programmes as perceived by teacher-librarians, principals and 
education officers (N = 60) 
Statement Agreement Designation Total 
Teacher Principal Education 
librarian officer 
a The available training of Undecided 10 02 - 12 
acquisition is very important Strongly 09 15 03 27 
disagree 
Disagree 05 10 05 20 
Strongly 01 - - 01 
agree 
b The training of cataloguing rules Undecided 05 - - 05 
-- are sufficient to perform the Strongly 12 14 04 30 
disagree 
teacher librarians duty Disagree 08 13 04 
c The training for the circulation Undecided 02 - - 02 
rules are useful Strongly 12 16 02 0 
disagree 
Disagree 10 11 06 27 
Agree 01 - - 01 
Table continues 
7 
Table continued 
-r- 06 d The available training in Undecided O-i o_ - 
- - -- financial management is St1· ng! (., I 02 28 
disn r ' 
sufficient to manage the school -· -- Disagree 0 12 06 26 
library 
e The training for the reference Und id d 0 02 - 04 
services is enough Strong! 10 16 04 30 
disagree 
Disagree 13 09 04 26 
f The training to use equipments Undecided 02 05 - 07 
and technology is enough to use Strongly 11 12 04 27 
disagree 
computers and Internet in the 
Disagree 12 10 04 26 
library 
g The available training Undecided 02 04 - 06 
programmes gives enough Strongly 08 15 06 2 
disagree 
knowledge and skills to use CD- 
Disagree 15 08 02 25 
RO Ms 
h The library training programmes Undecided - 02 - 02 
are always link with the school Strongly 14 15 05 "4 
disagree 
curriculum Disagree 11 10 03 24 
The training needs of teacher librarians 
This particular study examined the four-research question and two questions have 
been analyzed. The third question is, if there any drawbacks in the training programme 
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for teacher librarians "what are the suggestions to enhance the training programmes". To 
answer this third question, the researcher is in line j t , n lyz th capabilities of skills 
and abilities of the teacher I ibrarians. 1 r th' trnininu In' mun _ an tr ngthen the skills 
of teacher librarians, it w111 help t:o mak np1 rot ri 1, training pr grammes for the teacher 
librarians to perform their duty cff riv 'l 
The following chapter explains the suggestions to enhance the training programmes, 
and this section describes the skills and abilities required for the teacher librarians to 
enhance the effective training programmes and avoid the restrictions in the training 
programmes. 
To reveal the. training needs of teacher librarians by the three respondent group . 
(teacher librarians, school principals, and education officers) the researcher categoriz d 
the rest of the questions into five parts. These five parts represent the neces ary skill and 
ability for teacher librarians to develop in future training programmes. The other part ' a 
arranged to examine the needs in personal qualities of teacher librarians. The six parts of 
question areas are as follows: 
1. Skills needed in collection development, 
2. Skills of traditional library works, 
3. Skills in library management, 
4. Skills in resource management, 
5. Skills in user education, 
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6. Personal qualities in communication skills, and leadership tyle. 
To analyze the data on the trainin r n zeds oft n .h 'r lit in ns, r arch ins ruments 
were coded and frequencie and per ntnuc vnlu 'S were us . In certain instances, 
descriptive statistics were cmplo cd rnninl: l y 1 king t th frequencies, means, and 
standard deviations to explain the distributions f th data. 
The skills needed in collection development 
The data in Table 10 shows some of the essential skills required in collection 
development. In this part the study considered only positive agreements such as v ry 
essential, essential, and somewhat essential in ranked order. The agreement level of not 
essential' and 'undecided' is not presented in the tabled data, because tho c arc n t 
considerable scores according to very few occurrences on the responded qucstionnair . 
However, to examine whether the respondents agreed or not with the skills of collection 
development, they were asked to indicate their responses on five statements. Table 10 
presents the total number of the agreement level made by the survey of respondents, that 
are "very essential" and the "somewhat essential". 
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Tabl • IO 
Percentage scores for essential ski/I of coll ct/on d v lopment (N =60} 
- Statement \'F SE 
a The skill of providing approprinr t a hin id. 68.3 % 30.0% 1.7 % 
not available in the school for the t a h rs 
b The skill of identifying needs of materials to the 86.7 % 13.3 % - 
library 
c The skill of negotiating and taking gifts for the 61.7 % 31.7 % 6.7% 
library 
d The skills to appropriate principles to weed and 71.7 % 28.3 % - 
inventoried materials and equipment 
e The cooperative· skills with teachers and offices 63.3 % 31.7 % 5.0% 
to develop and evaluate library resources 
VE= very essential, E= essential, SM= somewhat essential. 
To investigate the five statements stated on the questionnaire respondent ,, er 
asked to use likert-scale ranked order. It is very interesting to note that all respondents 
stated all skills listed in the questionnaire as "very essential", "essential" or "somewhat 
essential". All respondents indicated their positive responses for all statements. The skills 
of 'negotiating and taking gift for the library' and the 'cooperative skills with teachers 
and offices to develop and evaluate library resources' were viewed as "somewhat 
essential" by 6.7% and 5.0% of respondents. Table 10 below shows the mean score and 
standard deviation for the teacher librarians' collection development skills. Statement 'b' 
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(the skills of identifying needs of materials to the library) and'd (the kills to appropriate 
principles to weed and inventory material and quit m int) r ived a high agreement 
level perceived by the respondents. 
Table 11 
Essential ski/ls of collection development - mean and standard deviation scores as 
perceived by teacher librarians, principals and education officers (N =60) 
Statement Designation 
Teacher Principal Educatio Total 
librarian n officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
a. The skills of providing appropriate Mean 4.48 4.78 4.88 4.67 
teaching aids not available in the Std. 0.59 0.42 0.35 0.5 l 
school for the teachers Deviation 
b. The skill of identifying needs of Mean 4.88 4.93 4.63 4.87 
materials to the library Std. 0.33 0.27 0.52 0. 4 
Deviation 
c. The skill of negotiating and taking Mean 4.36 4.63 4.88 4.55 
gifts for the library Std. 0.76 0.49 0.35 0.62 
Deviation 
d. The skills to select appropriate Mean 4.72 4.67 4.88 4.72 
principles to weed and inventoried Std. 0.46 0.48 0.35 0.4 
materials and equipment Deviation 
e. The cooperative skills with teachers Mean 4.80 4.33 4.75 4.58 
and offices to develop and evaluate Std. 0.41 0.68 0.46 0. 
library resources Deviation 
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The skills in traditional library works 
When investigating the teacher librarian,' skills in tru :liti )tl 1 libmry work, it was 
considered only as 'very essential' and ''SS nti 11' h~ th • ub- r up . Th re are some 
variations as presented in Table l _, on l u :ig"tin" nd in n i 1 a tivities. Some of the 
teacher librarians and a very few princip L did n t full agreed with the 'ability to 
budgeting', 'keeping accounts and making r p rt ' and 'operating the financial matters 
regarding library materials with higher authorities'. However they felt that the rests of the 
skill are very essential for teacher librarians. However, all education officers agreed with 
all statements. 
It could probably be explained further that because of their involvement in 
budgeting and financial activities of school libraries are very poor; it was one of th main 
reasons for their ignorance of the traditional library work. However the existing training 
programmes has not developed these skills for the teacher librarians to be involved and to 
have experience in acquisition, budgeting, and making financial reports in their libr ry 
management. The main reason is that the education authorities arc the main sour c f 
supplying library materials to the school library. Only Sri Lanka national school are 
involved with these activities and they responded that those skills are very essential to 
teacher librarians to perform their duty well. 
lt should be noted that all education officers indicated every traditional library skills 
as essential or very essential (I 00%) for teacher librarians' education and training 
programmes. 
Tabl t 2 
Comparison of responds of tradltlonnl library work ' t. eu ncy score as perceived by 
teacher librarians, principals, nnd due tlon officers (N = 60) 
Statement A re ianarion Total 
1 vcl T h r Principal Education 
librarian officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
a The skills of selecting, ordering E 07 07 01 15 
receiving and processing materials 
according to the requirement VE 18 20 07 45 
b The ability to budgeting and keeping E 08 11 04 23 
accounts 
VE 12 14 04 30 
c Making reports and operating the E 07 10 03 20 
financial matters regarding library 
materials with higher authorities VE 13 17 05 35 
d The ability to index the available E 05 05 02 12 
materials and make the information 
sources JD the collection fully VE 17 22 06 45 
available for subject I author I title 
searching 
E =Essential, VE= Very Essential, 
Table 13 presents the mean and standard deviation of the skills needed by teacher 
librarians as perceived by the three subgroups. 
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Table 13 
Comparison of responds of traditional library work ' m n nd t ndard deviation score 
as perceived by teacher llbmrlons, prlnclp I , nd oduc tlon officers (N =60) 
Statement . ignation Total 
T' her Prin ipal Education 
libr ti n officer 
N=..!5 N=27 N=08 
a. The skills of selecting, ordering Mean 4.72 4.74 4.88 4.75 
receiving and processing materials 
according to the requirement Std. 0.46 0.45 0.35 0.44 
Deviation 
b. The ability of budgeting and Mean 4.20 4.44 4.50 4.35 
keeping accounts 
Std. 1.00 0.64 0.53 0.80 
Deviation 
c. Making reports and operating the Mean 4.24 4.63 4.63 4.47 
financial matters regarding library 
materials with higher authorities Std. 1.01 0.49 0.52 0.77 
Deviation 
d. The ability to index the available Mean 4.56 4.81 4.75 4.70 
materials and make the information 
sources m the collection fully Std. 0.71 0.40 0.46 0.56 
available for subject I author I title Deviation 
searching 
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Skills in library management 
Table 14 above revealed the library mann nu int skills ne d d f r the teacher 
librarians. The respondents indicated hi rh p ere ntn ' )f l 'T m nt f r all six statements. 
The respondents were very sensitive ab ut m n rinc 'Xi tine p for library functions 
perhaps, because they are cxperien ing this pr bl m in managing the school libraries. In 
this particular study however, the kills of d igning library policy and regulations 
received a lower rate of positive response (85%) compared to the other statements. The 
education authorities are responsible in designing the library policy and regulations in Sri 
Lanka context. 
Table 14 
Skills in library management as perceived by teacher librarians, principals and education 
officers (N =60) 
Statement Agreement F % 
level 
a The skills to design goals for library development Essential 23 38.3 
Very essential 36 60.0 
b The skills to manage existing space for library Essential 20 33.3 
functions 
Very essential 40 66.7 
c The skills to design library policy and regulations Essential 22 36.7 
Very essential 29 48.3 
d The skills to adopt education innovations for Essential 25 41.7 
enhance the school achieving level 
Very essential 32 53.3 
e The ability to organize community involvement to Essential 15 25.0 
share and obtain library resources to develop the 
library wealth and environment Very essential 44 73.3 
f The skills to manage relationship with other Essential 21 35.0 
libraries 
Very essential 37 61.7 
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Table 15 presents the mean and standard de intion of skills in library management 
as perceived by the three subgroup whi h ar t 1 .h r librari n , principals, and 
education officers. 
These three subgroups indicated all skill ry ss ntia1 for the teacher librarians 
to perform their duty well. But comparison among the three subgroups did not indicate 
vast differences. In general, most of the respondents did not reject the given skill 
requirements in Table 15. 
The major problem with the teacher librarians is that they received no any 
appropriate training or education opportunities to develop their management ski11s. A 
previously mentioned in chapter one, teacher librarians failed to get essential important 
skills and abilities at the training programmes to develop their career. 
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Table 15 
Skills In library management as perceived by t ch r lib rl ns, principals and education 
officers: mean and standard d vi 0 n core (N =60) 
Desiunation Total 
T h r Principal Education 
libt nan officer 
N=_5 N=27 N=08 
a. The skills to design goals for Mean 4.52 4.63 4.63 4.58 
library development 
Std. 0.59 0.49 0.52 0.53 
Deviation 
b. The ski1ls to manage existing Mean 4.64 4.70 4.63 4.67 
space for every component 
Std. 0.49 0.47 0.52 0.48 
Deviation 
c. The skills to design library policy Mean 4.12 4.41 4.50 4.30 
and regulations 
Std. 0.88 0.84 0.53 0.83 
Deviation 
d. The skills to adopt education Mean 4.16 4.52 4.75 4.40 
innovations to enhance the school 
achieving level Std. 1.18 0.51 0.46 0. 7 
Deviation 
e. The ability to organise Mean 4.64 4.70 4.75 4. 8 
community involvement to share 
and obtain library resources to Std. 0.86 0.47 0.46 0.65 
develop the library wealth and Deviation 
environment 
f. The skills to manage relationship Mean 4.24 4.74 4.88 4. 5 
with other libraries 
Std. 0.88 0.45 0.35 0.70 
Deviation 
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Resource management skills 
In this section, the researcher attempted to re ·11 th' skill: in re ur e management 
developed at the teacher librarians trninirur pr irnmrn es. l•h kill were considered. 
Table 16 presents the findings. 
Table 16 
The resource management skills as perceived by teacher librarians, principals, and 
education officers (N =60) 
Statement Agree level Designation Total 
Teacher Principal Education 
librarian officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
a The skills to plan and use Essential 4 7 2 13 
available space 
Very essential 21 20 6 47 
b The skills of organise and Essential 5 12 2 l 
develop the collection 
Very essential 18 15 6 " 
c The awareness and skills of Essential 12 8 2 2 
preservation and 
reservation resources at the Very essential 13 19 6 "'8 
librarv 
d The skills to use Essential 8 5 1 14 
information technology and 
equipment for the users Very essential 15 22 7 44 
e The ability to identify and Essential 8 7 2 17 
provide available resources 
Very essential 17 20 6 43 
As indicated in Table 16, all principals and education officers in the sample noted 
that each resource management is important. However, two statements - "the skills of 
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rpu tak n KI 
organising and developing the collection" and "the skills to use information technology 
and equipment for the users" did not receive a p iti ' ngr 'Cm nt 1 v 1 from two teacher 
librarians. Both of them were 'undecid cd' re ardinu th se tw kills for unknown 
reasons. 
Table 17 presents the mean and . tandard d vi ti n ti r resource management skills 
perceived by the three subgroups. Howe er the t\ o statements mentioned earlier received 
a standard deviation of 0.87 and 0.65 respectively by the teacher librarian subgroup. 
Table 17 
Skills of resource management - mean and standard deviation as perceived by the three 
subgroups (N =60) 
Statement Designation Total 
Teacher Principal Education 
librarian officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
a. The skills to plan and use Mean 4.84 4.74 4.75 4.78 
available space 
Std. 0.37 0.45 0.46 0.4 
Deviation 
b. The skills of organizing and Mean 4.56 4.56 4.75 4.58 
developing the collection 
Std. 0.87 0.51 0.46 0.67 
Deviation 
c. The awareness and skills of Mean 4.52 4.70 4.75 4.6 
preservation and reservation 
resources at the library Std. 0.51 0.47 0.46 0.49 
Deviation 
d. The skills to use information Mean 4.52 4.81 4.88 4.70 
technology and equipments for the 
users Std. 0.65 0.40 0.35 0.53 
Deviation 
e. The ability to identify and Mean 4.68 4.74 4.75 4.72 
provide available resources 
Std. 0.48 0.45 0.46 0.45 
Deviation 
The skills in user education 
The major task of the teacher librarian is to facilitn! nnc mnk suitnl t :fo -ti on 
for the school library users. Student especially, n d d t b 
information. Not only that, teacher librarians h uld id ntif u r 
requirements and the appropriate teaching m th d to d 
ur , th ir 
th ir inf rmation eeking 
behaviours. The training programmes for the teacher librarians should pro ide user 
education methods and education psychology to strengthen the teacher librarians' 
profession. It also will enhance the training programmes for the teacher librarians. Table 
18 indicates that all respondents felt the listed skills as important except for skills in 
education psychology to teach information skills and understand the students. 
Table 18 
Skills lit user education as perceived by teacher librarians, principals, and education 
o tcers N=60 
Statement 
A. skills to give necessary individual I Essential 
group instruction methods to teach l"-:-: -----r--=-::-:--i-~=-=--t------::-::----t----i 
infomtalion skills Very 33. 85.2 87.5 
essential 
Desi nation Total r--:--:- .----:-~-.------1 
Teacher principal Education 
librarian officer 
66.7 14.8 12.5 
ssential B. Skill to obtain reading guide 
instructions at the teacher librarian ' r-------r----r----;------i----1 
training 44.0 62.5 28.3 
56.0 37.5 
25. 
75.0 
65.0 
. Skills to planned teaching methods 
for user education activitie 
0. 
ill in und rstand 
du ui n p ch 1 
4 .0 
2. 
29.6 50.0 
8.0 
44.4 2.5 
37. 
.0 
As indicated in Table 19, the importance of user education l 
the standard deviation is presented. All respondent indi nt d 
essential at the training programme. Except f r th 1• kill. in 
acceptance (0.94 mean score by teacher librari ns, nd . -1 b th rin ip l , .52 by 
education officers) for rest of the statements. 
Table 19 
Skills in user education as perceived by teacher librarians, principals, and education 
officers - mean and standard deviation (N =60) 
Statement Desiznation Total 
Teacher Principal Education 
librarian officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
A. skills to give necessary individual I Mean 4.60 4.85 4.88 - 4.75 
group instruction method to teach - information skills Std. 0.50 0.36 0.35 0.114 
Deviation 
obtain reading guide 4.44 4.85 - - B. Skills to Mean 4.63 4. 
instructions at the teacher librarian ' 
training Std. 0.51 0.36 0.52 .48 
Deviation 
C. Skills to planned teaching methods Mean 4.52 4.70 4.50 4. 
for user education activities 
Std. 0.51 0.47 .5 0.49 
Deviation 
D. Skills in understand the students Mean 4.28 4.56 4.38 4.42 
using education psychology for teach 
information Std. 0. 4 0.51 0.52 0.72 
Deviation 
Personal qualities 
Ta le 20 h w that me ind or p .rsonal qualities needed f r teacher librarian a 
i nal . M t or the t ·o her lil rarinns rank I tntement , a, b, c and d as ' c 
t) I 
essential". Principals on the other hand accepted statement a, c, d, f an j . Th , hi· iti n 
officers appreciated all skills listed. It can be clearly seen tint nil .nl i th t 
teacher librarians have the following qualif s: 
a) able to communicate effectively statcm nt a and 
b) have professional ethics. 
Table 20 
Personal qualities as perceived by teacher librarians, principals, and education officers 
(N= 60) 
Statement Designation Total 
teacher- principal Education 
librarian officer 
a. The ability of communication with Agree 16.0 25.9 37.5 2 
members of school is very es ential fi r the Strongly 84.0 - 74.J 62.5 7 .7 
teacher librarians agree 
32.0 - - b. The skills of dealing with higher Agree 18.5 12.5 23.3 
authorities are benefited the teacher Strongly 68.0 70.4 87.5 - to 71.7 
librarian agree 
c. The corrununication skills are very Agree 78.0 25.9 12.5 25.0 
important to provide library resources to Strongly 72.0 74.1 87.5 7 .0 
students, teachers and others agree - - . d. The teacher librarian should have Agree 16.0 7.4 25.0 13.3 
considerable professional ethic Strongly 84.0 92. 75. 8 .7 
agree 
e. The teacher librarian should have skills Agree 24.0 11. l 25.0 18.3 
as a manager in the library trongly 72. 88.9 
. 
75.0 80.0 
agree 
f The teacher librarian should have Agree 52.0 18.5 50.0 36.7 
appropriate comrnunicatin 1 and r amzmg tr ngly 48.0 81.5 50. 6 .3 
skills agree 
g. The teacher librarian hould have Agree 60.0 14.8 25.0 35.0 
teachin ' kill t teach inf rmation kill tr n ii 28.0 8 .2 7 . 
for all 1:1grc1;1 -- h. The teacher librarian should hn c iree 4.0 37.0 25.0 38.3 - 1- admini trnti kill Str 11 I 52.0 4 .1 7 .0 
....... !H:.r. - 
Table 21 presents the findings in mean and standard deviations of l 
in three subgroups. 
Tabl 21 
Personal qualities as perceived by teacher librarians, principals, and due tion officers - 
mean and standard deviation (N =60) 
Designation Total 
Teacher Prin ipal Education 
librarian officer 
N=25 N=27 N=08 
a. The ability of communication with Mean 4.84 4.74 4.63 4.77 
members of school is very essential for 
the teacher librarians Std. 0.37 0.45 0.52 0.43 
Deviation 
b. The skills of dealing with higher Mean 4.68 4.59 4.88 4.67 
authorities are benefited to the teacher 
librarian Std. 0.48 0.69 0.35 0.57 
Deviation 
c. The communication skills are very Mean 4.72 4.74 4.88 4.75 
important to provide library resources to 
students, teachers and others Id. 0.46 0.45 0.35- ,... 0.44 
Deviation 
teacher librarian have Mean 4.84 4.93 - d. The should 4.75 4.87 
considerable professional ethics -- td. 0.37 0.27 0.4 0.34 
Deviation 
e. The teacher librarian should have skill Mean 4.68 4.89 4.75 4.78 
as a manager in the library -- Std. 0.56 0.32 0.4 .45 
Deviation 
f. The teacher librarian should have Mean 4.48 4.81 4.50 4.63 
appropriate communicating and 
organizing skills td. 0.51 0.40 .5 0.4 
Deviation 
g. The teacher librarian should have Mean 4.08 4.85 4.75 4.52 
teaching kill to teach inf rmation skill 
for all Std. 0.81 0.36 0.46 0.70 
Deviation 
h. The teacher Ii rarian hould have Man .48 4.33 4.75 
admini trative kill 
Std. 0.59 .7 .46 .6 
inti II - ' 
The respondents also made additional comments f r th' p rs n 11 mnliti s ,f th 
teacher librarians. They noted that teacher 1 ibrarian 
professional responsibilities and accountability. 'urthcr m r th d th 1 t h r 
librarians should be pleasant and friendly, nd 1 , po. iti ttitu " .. 
Suggestions to enhance training programmes for teacher librarians 
For the last open-ended question, respondents were asked to write down their ideas 
and suggestions to enhance the training programmes. Below are the suggestions made by 
the teacher librarians and principals, which were extracted from the questionnaires, and 
rephrased by the researcher. 
Suggestions from teacher librarians and the principals 
The teacher librarians training programmes should strengthen the skill f teacher 
librarians to adopt students' creative development, it evaluation and pre entati n. It 
should be provided to the suitable and young teacher librarians. It i very much cncficial 
fl r teacher librarian if it i practical, but theory sh uld e provided whenev r it i 
e sential. n the ther hand, it is better if the training pr grarnrn s arc rganizcd at the 
pro incial and z nal education ff . M t f the trainin pr gramme h vc b en 
r anized u ing traditi nal training uud 1 r ·s ·11t lion m thod . lt is imp rtant t pr vid 
training a ti iti · u in n t .chn I deal materials. veloping the u e f new 
technological equipments at the training programme 
librarians. Most of the teacher 1 ibrari ans noted that train in p c mnnrm s s h u U L 
covers topic on preservation of materials, Majority or th re p n 
every training programme should be a ompani d 
respondents indicated that re-training is very important to upd t kn 
th t 
t '1 h 
. It \\ uld be 
beneficial to update the training experience with the following r -train.ing or refresher 
course. Teacher librarians noted that it should be pre-service training. The also felt that 
training programmes should be amalgamated with Sri Lanka National Library Services 
Board. The Ministry of Education should be the sponsor of the teacher librarians for their 
postgraduate education. The training programmes should include interviews and 
discussions with scholars in the field of library and information science. Providing 
computer skills for the teacher librarians is very essential at the training programme . Jt i 
very important to develop skills or using Internet and better to provide training f r 
developing the reading habit projects at the school level. 
It is interesting to note one of the teacher librarians indicated that, "it i very 
difficult to write any thing here, because still I have not participated in any teacher 
librarians training programmes". 
Suggestions from the education officers 
Suggestions made by the education officers differ from th nrians 
principals, They have considered the overall training pr mm n th 
curriculum comparing with the teacher librarian prof ssi n. Tl1 h r librarians 
training programmes should include 60% of library sci nc subj ts and 40% of other 
subjects relevant to the teacher librarians, such as education psychology and, curriculum 
development. It should provide enough curriculum development knowledge to the 
teacher librarians. Some of the education officers noted that training programmes should 
be organized attractively to the participants. It should fulfil the requirement of school 
libraries today and should be adopted according to the existing social environment. The 
majority of the education officers mentioned that library-training programmes should e 
provided for education officers and library assistants. It should be better if it includes 
library subjects for other education training programmes such as bachelor f education 
and education programmes at colleges of education. Developing skills is essential at the 
training programmes other than lecturing and also conducting performance apprai al at 
the training programmes is very important. The autocratic training meth d hould be 
rejected. It should be better to arrange small groups in training programme . 
Summary 
This chapter presents the analysis of data oil t l on th du ti n. n :i tt inin f 
teacher librarians in Sri Lanka. Dcscriptiv statisti w r us d, f 
the respondents among three sub-groups namely t a h r libr ri n prin ip 1 , and 
education officers. 
To analyse the collected data researcher employed the statistical package of social 
science (SPSS) 10.0 version for windows. The working experience, qualifications, 
requirement of appropriate training programmes, current training programmes, and 
training needs were inquired from the respondents. The data analysed attempted to 
answer research questions. 
When analysing the dutie they perform in the school libraries, the study revealed 
that they are limited to do small number of services in traditional library work. Also it 
limited to one or two duties such as lending books for users (circulation) and invent ried 
the materials. Most of the times, they are teaching pecific ubjects ther than the 
information science at their classrooms. 
All respondents noted their requirements or nece ary training programmes in the 
que tiormaire. They indicated in- crvi sh rt urses ar the most irn] rtant f r th 
teacher librarian devel p their profe ion. Thu ul o indicated requirement f 
rnputer trainin pro rarnm to m rk • u ' th· dut in th s hool I'll rury, I ut m t f 
l 0 
them rejected on the job training programmes, as the programm ' n n t n , ssu ~ f, 
the teacher librarians. 
To ascertain the last research question r spend nt h ir 
agreement level whether the skills noted on the qu sti nn ir " nti 1 r n t. Skill 
statements were divided into several parts such as coll tion d velopment, resource 
management, user education skills, and personal qualities. Most of the respondents noted 
that all skills on the questionnaire are essential. Very few of them indicated those skills 
are somewhat essential or undecided to respond. In general all statements are accepted as 
essential. The respondents also noted some suggestions to enhance the teacher librarians 
training programmes. 
The following chapter presents the conclusion and recommendations of the result, 
revealed from the study. 
IOI 
CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter presents the summary of the tud ignifican f finding and 
conclusions resulted from the study. lt concludes with a di cussion on r ommendations 
for further research. 
Summary of the study 
It is significant that in those countries where school libraries are well-established, 
the people who man the library sh uld have knowledge and skill obtained thr ugh 
successful teaching experience, training foundation areas such as library management and 
in- ervice experience in areas directly related to the library. Therefore it is a very 
important task to educate and train teacher librarians to perform their duty effectively and 
efficiently in the schools. Studies on teacher librarians are very rare in n ankan 
context, mainly because the teacher librarian pr fe ion was establi hed quite rec ntl . 
Thu to seek information, that can be f help toward achieving c Hence in the 
management and service in the ch I libraric , thi tudy wa nductcd to I k into the 
education and training aspects of teacher librarian in ri anka. 
'I he purpo c f this tud v as t .xamin · th· · lu ation and training ne .d 
ri anka. 'I he stu I rn ur d three 1roup' fr' 'l ndent t r v al 
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needs and requirements of appropriate training programmes. Hen c, this . tu i ntt m1 t i 
to answer the following research questions. 
t. What are the duties of the teacher librarians in ri L nk · 
11. What types of training programrn s curr ntl pr i 
librarians in Sri Lanka? 
Are there any drawbacks in the training pr gramrn 
fi r th 
Ill. 
iv. If so, what are the suggestions to enhance the training programmes for the 
teacher librarians in Sri Lanka? 
A review of the literature related to the problems of the study was conducted. 
However there was very limited literature found on the topic, especially on the local 
sense, which have been conducted in last two decades. 
The study employed a survey research method to address the research objectives 
and problems. A likert-scale questionnaire was designed as the research instrument t 
collect the data. The sample was selected to launch the study in the Sabaragamuwa 
Province of Sri Lanka. The sample consisted of 50 teacher librarians, 50 ch 
principals, and eight education officers. Sixty que tionnaire were accepted f r data 
analysis. The data was analyzed u ing the tati tical package f r cial cience ( p ) 
10.0 for windows. De criptive tati 'tic and er -tabulatcd data were u cd t btain the 
results. Results were described in seven area . It i er important t e arnin the exi ting 
ituation and draw the attention n de igning training pr gramrn for teacher librarian 
at the ira -r t le I f the t ·a ·h ·r librarians' or ·r in ' i Lunkn 1 r Ie si n. 
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Summary of the findings 
The principal findings of the study ar a. follows: 
Firstly it was found that teacher librarian. p rf rm 1 limit ti .iti within th 
schools. The only two activities conducted arc lending book and in nt ri d materials. 
The activities of acquisition and cataloguing of mat rial ar not conducted b teacher 
librarians. Besides teaching, they are also involved with the projects on de elopment of 
reading habits. It can be concluded that most of the library tasks are not operating within 
the school libraries. On the other hand there is no guidance or direction to promote such 
creative activities on school library. The school library appears to be an inactive 
organization in the active school organization. The school library heads are doing ther 
duties in the school library, due t the lack f taff and resources. 
The study also found that respondents highly rated intensive I short cour c and 
, degree level courses. A high majority disagreed with training programmes that includ 
only library science areas. They in isted more computer educati n t e: tent their 
knowledge and skills in computer and Internet usage. 
The study revealed that there are va t diffcrcn cs between urrent training 
programmes available and training needs of teacher librarians, on mparis n f urr nt 
training pr gramme in ibrar and Information cien ' ducati anka. The 
tra iti nal training rogr mm" ha not h Ip' I t ·n ·h r Iibrarians to I ra tisc es cntial 
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skills. Most of the respondents did not agree with available traininn ar us l .cnusc it's n t 
suitable to achieve the current training and education r quir m nts r th t ,\ h 
librarians. 
It was also found that the current training pr gr mm n 1 with th 
teacher librarians training needs because of the drawba k it h . 11 i r comm nded that 
the current training programmes be revised immediately. 
To enhance the current training programmes, the respondents suggested the 
followings to be included in the programmes: 
1. Collection development skills for teacher librarians. 
it. Traditional library work such as cataloguing and acquisition. 
111. Library management kill . 
iv. Resource management skills. 
v. User education activities. 
vi. Professional ethics for the teacher librarians. 
The study also revealed ther uggestions by r sp ndents. Am ng others; t train 
more young people, retraining and feedback, to c nduct training in mall gr up , and t 
get training support from the Ministry of ducati n wer indicat d. ·urther m re they 
noted to coordinate with library expert le in tituti n at the training 
r gramme a ed n the exi ting so ial en ir nment, ondu ting 
at th trainin pr amrn er 
friend) . 
rf rmancc apprai al 
h uld e Ilexi le and 
10 
Conclusion 
As a result of the data findings from th stud , th' f II \i m 
to be warranted. 
1. Most of the teacher librarians arc in very po r I ti n. m of 
them have computer skills, but they do not using those abilities for information retrieval 
or library activities. The result revealed by the research sho s that all of them need to be 
trained in library and information science subjects to perform their duty well. It also 
appeared that training programmes are not available island wide for teacher librarians. It 
can be concluded the teacher librarians do not have enough LIS education equally with 
their profession. 
2. The researcher examined the duties of teacher librarians in ri anka. The study 
revealed that the teacher librarians are limited t very few library activitic in their chool 
libraries (the highest percentage of the duties involving are only circulati n and 
inventoried the materials). Apparently they are involved with basic library activitic . It i 
discovered that most of the Sri Lankan chool librarie are inactive in ri ankan ch 
because of despite by the higher authoritie (mo t of the teacher librarian did n t in 
with the acquisition activities). The chool librarie are sinking and i lating them clv 
by the policy makers in the ducation ect r. thcr than th circulati n activitic it i 
better to addres as lending book ) and in cntori ed materials, teacher librarian ha c 
capacity f w rk in and ut of the s hool libra . The re car h re ult r .vcalcd that they 
were n t able t tup th ol lil rur . M tor the tea .hc librari n 
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are teaching specific subjects in the classrooms other than teachinn inforrnnti n skills r 
involving in the library works. 1t is the result of the ina · quat 1 :'I h r. in ~ri 1 , nknn 
schools. This situation directly affected chool Ii rari and nut )mnti 
activities are going away from the scho 1 urriculum. 
during school hours because the teacher librarian is pcrf rmin hi t hin n 
the researcher visited some of the sample schools, a t t hing in a 
classroom based on the school timetable. It seem that th school library is dead' in the 
school premises. Most of the schools did not have enough space or separate building 
facilities for the library. Very few book racks or a cupboard contained the whole library 
in small schools. This has resulted to the teacher librarian performing limit, basic and 
very few activities in the school library. Thus they lack experiences and skills in the 
library activities. 
3. The survey revealed that the respondents rated intensive or short courses a c scntial 
and they rejected on the job training programmes. However the LIS and computer based 
programmes were appreciated. bviously the respondents were unable to understand the 
concept of on the job training. Another separate body, other than the ch 
organize the training programme . It may help to change participant ' attitude fr m th 
traditional thinking t creative thinking. According l the re earch re ult the training 
programmes should e integrated with the ch I curriculum, pr ctical, and in- crvicc 
training programmes. Trainees too need to change envir nment when underg ing training 
programme . 
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4. The most significant finding of the research is that the current trai ni nsr fr rnnuu s 
do not fulfil the training needs of the teacher librarian . All r pc n 1 nts indi '1t 1 that 
current training courses were not enough for them to p rf rm th ir uti . \\ ll, m i 
them indicated they could not be able to rate th tnt m nt, du 
librarians training programmes. ne of the re p nd nts indi t iffi ult 
to note responses, because of having n t p rticipating in th traininz pr gramm t. 
Responses from the respondents reflected that curr nt training programmes are not 
giving enough knowledge and skills to the teacher librarians. On the other hand most of 
them were not able to participate in those training programmes. It is very clear that the 
training programmes have it own weaknesses, among others. Some of them are as 
follows: the existing training programmes cannot give enough skills for teacher 
librarians; they are not available at any time fi r the teacher librarians, and d not satisfy 
the current requirements of teacher librarians. Insufficient content, disorganize pattern 
and training methods are further limitations. It can be concluded the current tr ining 
programmes are not enough to develop existing level of the school libraries and the skil I 
of the teacher librarians. 
5. The research revealed future requirement f teacher librarian training pr gramme , 
according to the result related to the training need f teach r Ii rarian . M t f th 
respondents accepted the requirement menti ned in the urvey. A cording t the 
re ar h finding tea h r librarians in I d with oil "ti n de el prncnt a ti itic 
with utan zuidelin ~ . Th II' tion de •lopm ·11t pr 1 t 
an th r. Th re i n tal Ii. h ·d iuid iline for s I. ·tin! dcv I pin 1 the lie ti n. 
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According to the survey findings, school libraries are not practi tn n t n foi rn ll 
library work. The training of traditional library work 11 has t l m tifi .1 t suit 
current requirement. 
The very important part of the kill n d for n n libr ry 
management and the resource management . kill . Th 1 k f training in th areas 
resulted weak management performance in the school librarie . Most of the school 
libraries are not well organized, not w 11 planned and not prop rl arranged. Schools are 
very poorly equipped with library resources. Some times the school library is situated in 
one of the comer of the school or is limited to a very few book cupboards or racks. To 
avoid these restrictions, training programmes should be able to accelerate development of 
school libraries. 
6. To promote the teacher librarians personal qualities, training programmes sh uld be 
modernized according to the current requirements. Leadership styles and profc ional 
ethics can change teacher librarians attitudinal framework related to professional and 
personal values. This may be the most valuable part of any training pr gramm , 
unconsciously to get more advantages. This ubtle of training need c uld n t e 
explained accurately, because of unlimited meaning f r Ic ional ethic and per n I 
qualities. It can be concluded from the finding that the e pr res i nal and p r nal kill 
developed by the training programmes may change negati c attitudes r the participant . 
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Finally, it can be concluded that current training progtamm ' d H( t .1 fh th 
teacher librarians' professional requirements. Th e traininn 
revised or reorganized to get proper benefit for the h I libr 1 and 1h .1 hi rn n 
level of the school education. 
The following recommendations arc pr p ed for on id ration t d ign the 
training programmes for the teacher librarians. 
Recommendations 
Based upon the findings and conclusions of thi study, the following recommendations 
were suggested. 
l. The higher authorities that hav responsibilities in policymaking should pay attention 
to the teacher librarians training requirements due to new technological change in the 
world. Failure to provide the right training programmes may result low achievement f 
the school education. It should be better to revise the existing training programm 
catch the teacher librarians' needs and new worlds' changers. 
2. It i very imp rtant to n tc that the training programme h uld be re rganized 
immediately; otherwise expected re ults may not e btain d fr rn the t a h r Ii rarians. 
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3. The major parties to provide training and education of teach r tibrariuns ',m l 
identified. They are the National Institute of Library and Inf rmati n l n 1 , 
Sri Lanka National Library ervices oard ( LN L 
Provincial Education Authorities (P A). Th c 1 arti , , h ul b 
organize suitable training programmes. 
4. The training programmes for the teacher librarians should b ba ed on teacher 
librarians training requirements, with the flexible changers according to the social 
environment. 
5. It should be better to establish teacher librarians' duty list to direct and guide them 
in proper way to perform their duties. 
6. The teacher librarians should be able to get their training on the areas such as 
library and information science, information technology, management of library, teaching 
methods, government rules and r gulation in acquisition, financial management, and 
personal management. 
7. Training programmes should be organized all ver the c untry and reach the teacher 
librarians very easily. That may help teacher librarian t get their training at their 
regions. Most of the time teacher librarian have to go to the capital cit fi r their training 
and ducation. Ace rding t th 'O iul, c n mi and transport r blems faced y them, 
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they are unable to participating training and education programme h 'l 1 at th ':ll it 11 'it 
of Sri Lanka. This results in poor training and education int 0 h r lil rn iuns l rof ssi n. 
8. It is better to recruit young bloods, whi h h 
school libraries. Some of the respondents not d that th un 
th 
uld 
d n ce work long time period after they get the training. It help th libr ry ft ld for 
to the patrons. On the other hand, young people can btain good knowl dge at the 
training programmes, because of their positive attitud s and good le el of the 
understanding in training concept. 
9. It is better to organize the practical training programmes to practice the library 
skills. Most of the respondents indicated that training programmes should be practical. 
Some of the library procedures such a cataloguing, c mputer based activitie , and web 
based activities should be practiced. 
10. Retraining and feedback should be included when designing training programme 
for the same participants. Training should be provided as pre-service training for 
placing the teacher librarian in chool libraries. 
l 1. The education authoritie hould pr vide the higher cducati n financial fa ilitie 
for the teacher librarians. University educati n c ur Ma ter r Ph ar 
ducati n auth ritie an rnak a plan to pro ide financial a i lance f r teacher 
librarian further edu ati n. 
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12. The training programmes should include 60 % of lib a 
of other subjects relevant to the library mana rem •11t, urri ulnm 
teacher librarians have to coordinate school curri ulum, th r . ubj 
school activities other than library management and 1 ,ti 
management, user education, and library routine a tion t . t a h r librarian hax to get 
h 
knowledge at the training programmes to cover all thes duti s at th hool library. It is 
suitable to organize library subjects and other subjects at the training programmes for 
teacher librarians. 
13. The training programmes should be organized in different levels for different groups. 
For example, education officers, library assistants, and other related people in the libraries 
should participate in the library training pr gramme . 
14. Training programmes should be flexible and easy to follow. Teacher librarian could 
not get good knowledge in rigid training programmes. 
15. The trainers should identify the essential kill and training pr gramme . It houl 
be based on those requirements. It hould be helpful C r the teacher Ii rarian t perf rm 
their duty we11. On th other hand, u er ill get an ell nt rvice by the teacher 
I ibrarians. 
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I l 
Recommendation for further research 
As a result of the observati n made in thi stud , o G v su 
further research. 
1. A study with comparison of training pro ir mm , bet n nd 
developing countries can be conducted to g t n id bout ' 11- 1 nne training 
programmes. 
2. A study should be conducted to determine suitable training methods for the 
teacher librarians. Most of the time training programmes which are not designed 
with appropriate training methods, failed in achieving its objectives. 
3. A similar study can be c nducted and include more amples and different 
categories of respondents. 
4. The content of training programmes needs to be evaluated to determine it 
strengths and weaknesses. 
5. A study should be better conducted in ther area to check f r I cal r regional 
differences e.g. rural vs. urban. 
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Summary 
This chapter has presented the summary f th res or h tu and th tm lin', 
followed by conclusions and recommendation drawn fr m th . tu .. 11 h 
current situation of the teacher libr rian ' prof sion in rt nk . 
weaknesses in current training programmes, because 'i ting tr ining pr gramm do not 
satisfy teacher librarians training needs. "'SSential skills for th t ach r librarians to 
develop at the training programmes are also recommend d. The chapter concludes with 
the discussion on direction for further research that could point the ways to the 
development of teacher librarians' education and training. 
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Appendix C - Questionnaire (English) 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF TEACHER LIBRARIANS IN SRI L N 
Please write down your details and resp nscs G r qu 
PART-A: GENERAL TN' RMJ\Tl N 
Please complete the blanks given bellow with your necessary inf rm ti n: 
1 ). Position of the responder: 
Teacher Librarian CJ Principal Administrator I._ _ __. 
2). Name of the Education zone . 
3 ). Experience in the position . 
4). Highest academic qualification . 
5). Professional qualification (in library field) . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 
6). Other qualification in library and information field . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ' 
7). The qualification in computer and information technology . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 
8). lfyou are in-charge of the school library, plea e tick '1 
given, whether you are perform following dutie . 
D Acquisition of material 
D Cataloguing f materials 
D ir ulati n . met rial 
D Inventorying of materials 
D Organizing the reading habit projects for the school childr n 
D Organizing the library programmes with th mm unit 
D Teaching the specific subjects in the class room th r th nth ini rm ti n 
D Other duties (please indicate 
PART - B: TRAINING AND U ATT NF R TH T CHER LIBRARJ S. 
9). What is training and education in librarianship deem d n es ary for the profession of 
teacher librarians in Sri Lanka schools? Please rate the followings from 1 to 5 depending 
on whether you think training and education is 
[l] Undecided 
[2] Not relevant 
[3] A peripheral area f little u e for the teacher librarians 
[4] Useful for teacher librarians to perform their duty 
[5] Very essential for teacher librarians to perform their duty well 
Please put the ("1) in the cage given. 
Statement [1] [2] (3] (4) l5] 
a. Participate to the intensive I short course [1] [2] [3) f4l r J 
- 
b. Training programmes given by the LNLSB* [I] [2] (3] [4] [5] 
c. Certificate in library science f I) [2) [3] [4) [5] 
d. Diploma in library science l 11 [2] 131 l4 J f51 
[ ] Undergraduate degree in libra I '11 C [I ] [2] [3] [51 
Ta le ntinucs 
I I 
Table continued 
f. Undergraduate degree in information technology (ll 12( I l 141 1:1 
g. Undergraduate degree in education 111 r 1 1- l I l I I 
h. Post graduate degree in library scion c -- - - [ l] r 1 (. l l41 r-1 
- 
I. Post graduate degree in information t chnolo T [1] ( ] [ ~] [4] [ ] 
J. Any degree in computer science [1] [2] [3] [ ] [5] 
k. (other ideas) 
. [l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
l. [l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
- * Sri Lanka National Library Services Board 
l 0). Please tick ("1) the given space and indicate your other response in the blank space. 
Please rate the followings from l to 5 depending on you are to respond to each statement 
including whether you: 
SA- Strongly Agree [5] 
A-Agree [4] 
0 - Disagree [3] 
SD - Strongly Disagree [2] 
U - Undecided I No opinion [I] 
THE CURRENT TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
Statement SA A l u 
The available training in acquisition is very - - - - a. r 11 [ l [~ l [4] [., l 
important 
b. The training of cataloging rules ar um int t [1) [-) [ ) [4] [5] 
perform the teacher librarians duty 
c. The trainings for the circulation rules arc useful [1) [2) [3] [4] [5] 
d. The available trainings in financial management is [ 1] [2] [3) [4] [5] 
sufficient to manage the school library 
e. The trainings for reference services is enough [ 1) [2] [3] [4] [5] 
f. The trainings for use equipment and technology is [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
enough to use computers and Internet in th library 
g. The available training programmes given enough [I] [2] [3] r4l f5l 
knowledge and skill to use C ~ROMs 
h The library training programme are always link [1] [2] [3] [4] (5] 
with the school curriculum 
11 ). You are to respond to each statement including whether u: 
SA- Strongly Agree [5] 
A-Agree [4] 
- i agree [31 
- tr ngly i agree [2] 
nd cid d I No pini n [I l 
Please mark ("1) appropriate boxes. You better suggest your opinion in th l lun], sr ac ',' 
provided. 
THE TEACHER UBRARl/\NS TRAlNlNG - - /\ ll ' 
PROGRAMMESSH ULD 
a. A fN-SERV[C in training institute [11 [ l [~] [-t] [5] 
b. On the job training [1] [-] [ ] [4] [5] 
C. Inter grated with the school curriculum [I] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
d. Include computer based new technology [l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
e. Include only library science subjects [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
f. It should be fully practical training [l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
g. (other ideas) [ 1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
h. (other ideas) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5 J 
PART C: SKILLS OF THE TEAC ER LlBRARIANS 
12). How necessary would each of the following skills be to teacher librarians t pcrf rm 
their roles satisfactory? 
Please rate the following skills form I - 5depending n whether y u think the kill i 
[5] Very essential 
[4] ential 
[3] Some extent 
[2] Not useful 
11 JN pini 11 I und cidcd 
I 7 
Please indicate your personal opinions related to the teacher librarian, , kills in th l l in 
spaces given, with the rank. 
I) COLLECTION DEVEL PMENT 
a. The skills of provide appropriate t hing id n t 
available in the school for the teacher [1] [-] [ ] [4] [5] 
b. The skills of identifying need of materials to th library [1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
C. The skills of negotiate and take gift for the library [1] [2] [2] [4] (5] 
d. The skills to apply appropriate principles to weed and 
inventory materials and equipments (1) [2] [2] [4] [5] 
e. The cooperative skills with teachers and offices to 
develop and evaluate library resources [1] [2] [2] f 41 f5] 
f. [1] [2] (2] [ 4 J r sJ 
g. (1] (2] [2] (4] f51 
ll) ACQUISITION 
c. Making reports operating other finan ial matters 
regarding library material ith hi ih r nuth riti · 
The ability to budgeting and keeping ac ount 
[11 [2] [21 [41 (51 
[I] [2] [2] [4] [51 
[11 [2J [2] [41 l5l 
a. The skills of selecting, ordering, receiving and 
processing material ace rding t the requirement 
b. 
ontinued 
I 8 
n 
Table continues 
d. The ability to index the available materials and make 
the information sources in the collection fully 
available for subject I author I title a hing [l l r 1 [ l Hl r·1 
e. [l l (11 r J HJ [ J 
f. [1] [ ] [-) [4] [5] 
III) THE LIBRARY MANAG MENT IMPLEMENTATION 
a. The skills to design goals for library development [1] [2) [2) [4] [5) 
b. Skills to manage existing space for every component [l] [2] [2) [4] [5] 
c. The skills to design library policy and regulation [1] (2] 2] [4] f5) 
d. The skills to evaluate and m dify the library activities 
according to the current techn logical changer [1] l2] [2] l4] [5] 
e. The skills to adopt education innovations for enhance 
the school achieving level. [I] [2] f2] l 41 r 1 
f. The ability to organize community involvement to 
share and obtain library re ources to develop the 
librarv wealth and environment. r11 r21 r21 f4l rs1 
g. The skills to manage relation hip with th r librarie . (I) [2] [2] [4] [5] 
h. [I] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
I. 
IV) RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
a. The skills to plan and use available, pa r 11 r, 1 r 1 - rii r~-1 
b. The skills of organize and develop th oll 1i n [ 11 [')l [11 [4] [ ] 
c. The awareness and skills of pre crvation and [1) [ ] [ ] [4] [5] 
reservation resource at the library 
d. The skills for use information technology and [1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
equipment for the user 
e. The ability to identify and provide available resources [1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
f. [I] [2] (2] (4] [5] 
g. [1] [2] [2] (4] [5] 
V) USER DUCATION 
a. The training programmes for teacher librarians giving 
necessary individual/group instruction methods to 
teach information skills [1] [2] [2] [ 4] [ l 
b. Teacher librarians ar obtaining reading guide 
instructions at the TL trainings [I] [2] [2) [ 4] [ ] 
c. The training programmes are planned to give teaching 
methods for user education activitic [I] [2] [21 (41 l5] 
- 
d. Education psychology is very essential t the t a h 
inf rrnati n kills and under tand th' students l l J l21 [2J l 4 J [ ) 
l 1 J [2] - [2] l ] [ 5] 
I. ( 
VI) PERSONEL MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHlP ILL 
a. The ability of communication with member of 
school is very essential for the t achcr librarian: fl l r 1 r 1 Hl 1-1 
b. The skills of dealing with higher authoriti . L l n fir 
to the teacher librarian [1] [ ] [ ] [4] [ ] 
C. The communication skill is very important to pr id 
library resource to students, teacher and other [1] [2) [2] [ 4] [ 5] 
a. Considerable professional ethics. [ 1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
b. Skills as a manager in the library [ 1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
c. Appropriate organizing skills [1] [2] [2] [4] [5] 
d. Teaching skills to teach information skills for all [1] [2] [2] (4] [5] 
e. Administrative skills [1) [2) [2) f4] f5] 
e. [ 1 J [2) (21 141 f 51 
Please write your other comments regarding teacher librarians training 
(below) . 
I I 
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